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(ABSTRACT)

A numerical-perturbation approach is used to study modal interactions in the

dynamic response of infinitely long circular cyllndrical shells to an external harmonic

excitation. The excitation frequency is near the linear natural frequency of the

breathing mode (i.e., primary resonance of the breathing mode) and the linear natural

frequency of the breathing mode is approximately twice that of a flexural mode (i.e.,

two·to-one internal or autoparametric resonance). The method of multiple-time

scales is used to derive a set of autonomous first-order nonlinear differential

equations that describe the modulation of the amplitudes and phases of the
g

,wnteracting modes. The same approach is used to study the axisymmetric dynamic

response of spherical shells to a radial harmonic excitation having a frequency near

one of the linear natural frequencies of a flexural mode (i.e., primary resonance of a

flexural mode) and in the presence of a two-to-one internal resonance between the

excited mode and a lower flexural mode. The modulation equations derived for

infinitely long circular cyllndrical shells and for axisymmetric spherical shells are

scaled to the same form and their fixed points, periodic solutions, and chaotic

solutions are studied as the amplitude or the frequency of excitation varies. As the

excitation amplitude varies, the fixed-point solutions of the modulation equations

exhibit the jump and saturation phenomena. They also undergo supercritical and

subcritical Hopf bifurcations as the frequency or the amplitude of excitation varies.



Between the two Hopf-bifurcation frequencies, the fixed-point solutions are unstable

and limit cycles exist. Some limit cycles experience symmetry-breaking (pitchfork)

bifurcation foilowed by an infinite cascade of period-doubling bifurcations cuiminating

in chaos. Other limit cycles lose stability through cyclic-fold bifurcations causing a

transition to chaos.

The same procedure is used to study the nonlinear dynamic response of infinitely

long circular cylindrical shells to a subharmonic excitation of order one—haIf of the

breathing mode in the presence of a two-to—one internal resonance. The

force-response curves exhibit saturation, jumps, and Hopf bifurcations. They also

show that the shell does not respond until a certain threshold level of excitation is

exceeded. The frequency-response curves exhibit jumps and pitchfork and Hopf

bifurcations. For certain parameters and excitation frequencies between the

Hopf-bifurcation values, limit-cycle solutions of the modulation equations are found.

As the excitation frequency changes, the limit cycles deform and lose their stability

I through either pitchfork or cyclic·foId (saddle-node) bifurcations. Some of these

saddIe·node bifurcations cause a transition to chaos. The pitchfork bifurcations break

the symmetry of the limit cycles. Period—three motions are observed over a narrow

range of excitation frequencies.

Lastly, a computerized symbollc manipulator is used to analyze the dynamic

response of an infinitely long circular cylindrical shell to radial harmonic excitations.

The excitation frequency is near the linear natural frequency of a flexural mode (i.e.,

primary resonance of a flexural mode). Due to the complete circular symmetry of the

shell, each natural frequency corresponds to two orthogonal mode shapes. The

mode with the same spatial variation as the excitation is called the driven mode and

the other mode is called the companion mode. Modal interactions between the

driven mode and the companion mode are studied. The steady-state response of the



shell can involve either the driven mode alone (single-mode response) or both the

driven and companion modes (two-mode response). The frequency-response curve

exhibits jumps and Hopf bifurcations. Between the Hopf·bifurcation frequencies, the

modulation equations exhibit multiple limit-cycle solutions. As the excitation

frequency varies, these limit cycles go through either saddle—node collisions or

incomplete sequences of period-doubling bifurcations. Some of the saddle—node

bifurcations result in the birth of limit cycles and some result in transition to chaos.
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CHAPTER 1

LITERATURE SURVEY

1.1 Dynamics of Shell Structures

ln 1821, Sophie Germaine (who ln 1815 won the French Academy of Science

award for deriving the equations of motion of plates) presented a simplified equation

of motion for a cylindrical shell (Soedel, 1981). Her equation reduces to the correct

plate equation but when reduced to the equation of motion of a ring a sign mistake

is passed on. Other than this sign mistake, her equation is identical to the ring

equation given by Euler in 1766. In 1874, Aron derlved a set of five equations of

motion for a cylindrical shell. His equations were complicated because of his

reluctance to simplify them. He, however, showed that they reduce to the plate

equations when the curvature terms are ignored. In 1882, Rayleigh proposed what

came to be one of the most popular assumptions in the theory of shells; namely, the

inextensionality assumption. He proposed that the contribution of the extensional
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strain energy to the total strain energy of the shell can be neglected. This

assumption was later reputed by Love in 1888 who argued that for a sufficiently thin

shell, the extenslonal terms are predominant over the flexural terms because the

extenslonal terms are proportional to the thlckness-to-radius ratio whereas the

flexural terms are proportional to the cube of that ratio. Love was the first to present

a useful shell theory; in addition to the small strains and small thlckness-to—radius

ratlos, Love used the approximations previously used by Kirchhoff ln thin plate

analysis. Although he gave the solution procedure for the calculation of the natural

frequencies of a finite cylindrical shell, it was not until the 1930’s that numerlcal

results started to appear. Among the first were those of Flugge (1960) who calculated

the natural frequencies of a cylindrical shell—and Forsberg (1964) who calculated the

natural frequencies of a spherical shell.

Nonlinear theories of shells were first derived for special geometries. Donnell

(1933, 1938) and Mushtari (1938) proposed , independently, one of the most widely

used simpliflcations in the theory of shells. They neglectedhthe contribution of the

in-plane displacements to the bending strain energy but not the membrane energy,

and also neglected the in-plane inertia and out-of-plane shear. They used these

assumptions to derive the equatlons of motion for circular cylindrical shells. Vlasov

(1951) generalized their approach to shells of any geometry and noted that these

assumptions are particularly good for shallow shells. This became known as the

shallow shell theory or the Donnell-Mushtari·Vlasov equatlons. Some of the

nonlinear theories for shells were derived by Reissner (1950, 1963), Novozhilov

(1953), Sanders (1959, 1963), Leonard (1961), Naghdi and Nordgren (1963), Koiter

(1966), Budlansky (1968), Marlowe and Flugge (1968), Simmonds and Danielson

(1972), Simmonds (1979), Pietraszklewicz and Szwabowicz (1981), Schmidt (1984,

1985), and Libai and Simmonds (1988). The main differences among these theories
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are the approximations used in the derivation of the kinematic relationships. Naghdi

(1963) pointed out that many of the proposed theories of shells maintain some

inconsistencies. Koiter and Simmonds (1972) discussed the problem of obtaining

estimates of error bounds in the theory of shells.

The methods of solution of the resulting nonlinear equations of motion for shell

structures can be broadly classlfied lnto three types: purely numerical methods (e.g.,

Stricklin, Martinez, Tillerson, Hong, and Haisler, 1971; and Mente, 1973), purely

analytical methods such as perturbation methods (e.g., Maewal 1978, and Simmonds

1979), and a combination of analytical and numerical methods in which the

partial-differential equations are dlscreteized into a set of temporal nonlinear

ordinary-differential equations (Nayfeh and Mook, 1979; Nayfeh, 1988a). A popular

approach is the Galerkin procedure in which the assumed spatial modes are used as

weighting functions to minimize the residual over the spatial domain. A common

practice is to truncate these equations to a finite number of modes and integrate the

remaining equations numerically in the time domain. Mente (1973) studied the

nonlinear response of cylindrical shells by integrating up to fifteen circumferential

harmonlcs and three axial harmonics. Many researchers, however, retained only one

mode, thereby missing the important phenomenon of modal interactions. Although

single-mode analyses can provide some lnsight into the problem of nonlinear

dynamics, the interesting behavior results from modal lnteractions, see Nayfeh and

Mook (1979) for a comprehensive literature review. Such a phenomenon may occur

when the linear natural frequencies of some modes are commensurate or nearly

commensurate. Because of the central importance of this concept to nonlinear

dynamics, we choose to organize this review according to internal resonance

conditions.
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Shells with Two-To-One Internal Resonances

The first studies of modal interactions in the response of shells were initiated by

Mclvor (1962, 1966), Goodier and Mclvor (1964), Mclvor and Sonstegard (1966), and

Mclvor and Lovell (1968). They analyzed the responses of cylindrical and spherical

shells to radlal and nearly radlal Impulses, taking into account the coupling of a

breathing mode and a flexural mode when their frequencies are in the ratio of

two-to-one. They transformed their equations into a Mathieu—type equation and

studied its stability regions. They numerically integrated the governing equations of

motion and found that the energy is continuously exchanged between the resonant

modes. A similar approach was used by Bieniek, Fan, and Lackman (1966) to study

the symmetric response of cylindrical shells. Yasuda and Kushida (1984) studied

theoreticaily and experimentally the axisymmetric response of shallow spherical

shells. They studied the case of primary resonance of a higher flexural mode in the

presence and absence of a two-to-one internal resonance. They analyzed the

stability of periodic solutions and verified their analysis experimentally. Their

theoretical analysis showed regions of almost periodic motions for some values of

the excitation frequency. They experimentally observed periodic responses of the

shell but did not report any experimental observations of almost periodic motions.

Raouf (1986) and Nayfeh and Raouf (1987) used the method of multiple-time scales to

study the forced nonlinear response of infinitely long circular cylindrical shells to

primary resonant excitations of the breathing mode and a flexural mode in the

presence of a two-to-one internal resonance. They showed that the response exhibits

the jump phenomenon. They also showed that above a certain threshold of excitation

the amplitude of the excited mode saturates and spills over the extra input energy

into the coupled flexural mode, which responds nonlinearly. They showed that the

LITERATURE SURVEY
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response can exhibit a Hopf bifurcation, resulting In amplitude- and phase-modulated

motions.

Shells with One·To-One Internal Resonances

Evensen (1966) studied the one-to—one internal resonance in the Inextensional

forced flexural response of thin circular rings. He showed that the response involves -

either a single or two coupled bending modes. He reported experimental

observations of regions In the frequency-response curve where nonsteady vibrations

were found. He verified his results by analog-computer simulations. Chen and

Babcock (1975) used the Lindsdet-Poincare’ technique (Nayfeh 1973,1981) to study the

nonllnear response of finite cylindrical shells to harmonic excitations. They studied

the driven and companion modes and their Interaction. They reported experimental

observations of "nonstatIonary" responses "In which the amplitude drifts from one

value to another". Maewal (1986a) studied the modal Interaction between the driven

and companion modes of axlsymmetric shells. He used the method of multiple-time

scales to derive a set of evolution equations for the amplltudes of the modes. He

noted that these equations have the same form as those derived earlier by Miles

(1984a, 1984b) for internally resonant surface waves In a circular cylinder. He

numerically Integrated these evolution equations and showed that for certain ranges

of the excitation frequency, the response is chaotically modulated. Maganty and

Bickford (1987) used the method of multiple-time scales to study the nonlinear free

vibrations of circular rings In the presence of one-to·one Internal resonances

between an In-plane mode and out-of-plane mode. They found a continuous

exchange of energy between the coupled modes. Later In 1988, they studied the

forced response of the same system to a harmonic in-plane or out-of-plane excitation.
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They showed that for certain values of the excitation frequencies, an in—plane

excitation can produce non-planar oscillations and vice versa.

1.2 Dynamics of Various Physical Systems

Experimental and theoretical investigatlons into the nonlinear responses of

different structural and mechanical systems show that most of the nonlinear behavior

of shells is also present in those systems. Nayfeh and Mook (1979) presented a

comprehensive literature survey of the nonlinear oscillations of physical systems.

They studied the nonlinear dynamics of dlscrete single-degree-of-freedom systems,

multi-degrees-of·freedom systems, and continuous systems. They introduced the

concept of modal interaction, which allows the reduction of a continuous system to

a finite-degrees·of—freedom system. Holmes and Moon (1983) published a review

article that contains examples of physical systems which display chaotlc dynamics.

Their examples included experimental studies of the oscillations of postbuckled

beams around their buckled positlons; nonlinear circuits examined by Ueda (1979);

magnetomechanical devices, such as rotating disks in a magnetic field (Robbins,

1977) and torsional oscillations of a compass needle ln an oscillating or rotating

magnetic field (Croquette and Pointou, 1981); feedback control systems; and chemical

reactions, such as the reaction—diffusion system (Rossler, 1976). Moon (1987)

presented a survey of mathematical models and physical experimentations which

exhibit chaotlc vibrations. It also presented a variety oftheoretical and experimental

tools to study chaos. Nayfeh (1988a) presented several examples of physical systems
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that exhibit complicated nonlinear responses, such as saturation, jumps,

period-multiplying bifurcations, and chaos. He advocated a numerical—perturbation

approach for analyzing these problems. His examples included cylindrical shells,

experiments with two-beam frames, surface waves in cylindrical containers,

subharmonic instabiiity of two-dimensional boundary layers on flat plates, and

three-dimensional propagation of sound in partially choked ducts.

Most of the existing studies of nonlinear dynamics deal with either

single-degree-of-freedom or two-degree-of-freedom systems. One main difference

between the two systems is that a large level of excitation is needed to cause chaotic

motions In the former, whereas chaos can occur in the latter at low levels of

excitation. The number of degrees of freedom of a dynamical system is dictated by

physical and mathematical considerations. The distinction is obvlous in the case of

discreteized systems, such as particle dynamics, but Is not as obvlous In the case of

a continuous system, such as a beam or a shell. A continuous system has Infinite

degrees of freedom because it possesses Infinite number of modes. Depending on

the approximation scheme used to study such a system, only a finite number ofthese

modes is considered in the analysis. The number of studied modes Is the number

of degrees of freedom of the system.

Single·degree~of—freedom systems with nonlinear characteristics are the

simplest nonlinear systems and thus the most extensively studied. For example,

Nayfeh and Khdeir (1986a, 1986b) studied the nonlinear rolling of shlps in regular

beam seas. They modeled the ship as a single-degree-of-freedom system and

demonstrated that Its response undergoes a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations

culminating in chaos. Dowell and Pezeshkl (1986) lnvestigated the nonlinear

single-mode response of buckled beams. They showed that the single-mode

response undergoes a sequence of period·doubling bifurcations culminating In
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chaos. They compared their results with the experimental results of Moon (1980) and

reported good agreement in general. Zavodney and Nayfeh (1988) studied the

response of a single-degree-of-freedom system with quadratic and cubic

nonlinearities to a fundamental parametric resonance. They presented a

second-order perturbation solution and verified its results by using analog- and

digital- computer simulations. They showed that this system exhibits

period-multiplying and -demultiplying bifurcations as well as chaotic motions.

Single-degree-of-freedom models gave an insight into the nonlinear

characteristics of dynamical systems, but, by design, they overlooked the important

phenomenon of modal interactions. To study this phenomenon, it was imperative that

systems with at least two degrees of freedom be studied. Following is a review of

studies in two-degrees—of-freedom systems:

Systems with Two-To-One Internal Resonances

Sethna (1965) studied the vibrations of two-degree-of-freedom systems with

quadratic nonlinearities. He showed that these systems exhibit amplitude—moduIated

motions with large modulation periods. Nayfeh, Mook and, Marshall (1973) and Mook,

Marshall, and Nayfeh (1974) investigated the coupling between the pitch (heave) and

roll modes of a ship. They modeled their system as two coupled oscillators with

quadratic nonlinearities. They studied the cases of primary and secondary

resonances when the linear natural frequency of the pitch mode is approximately

twice that of the roll mode (i.e., r0,z2r0,). They showed that when the excitation

frequency is near 60,, the response exhibits the saturation phenomenon.

Furthermore, they showed that when the excitation frequency is near 60,, there exist

conditions under which stable steady-state responses of the ship are not periodic,

but rather amplitude- and phase-modulated motions. Nayfeh (1988b) studied the
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nonlinear coupling between the pitch and roll modes of a ship in a regular sea when

the pitch frequency is approximately twice the roll frequency. He showed that in the

case when the encounter frequency is near the roll frequency (i.e., primary resonance

of the pitch mode), the system exhibits the saturation phenomenon for a level of

excitation above a certain threshold. He also demonstrated the existence of Hopf

bifurcations. He showed that Hopf bifurcations also exist when the encounter

frequency is near the roll frequency (i.e., primary resonance ofthe roll mode). In both

cases, Hopf bifurcation Ieads to amplitude- and phase-modulated combined roll and

pitch motions. Hatwal, Mallik and Ghosh (1983a, 1983b) studied forced nonlinear

oscillations of a two-degree-of-freedom system ln the presence of two-to·one

autoparametric resonance. They showed that the response of such a system exhibits

both periodic and chaotic motions. They advocated the use of statistical analysis to

study the chaotic responses.

Nayfeh and Zavodney (1986) studied the response of two·degree—of—freedom

systems with quadratlc nonlinearities to combination parametric resonances. They

presented a perturbation solution which predicted periodic solutions and amplitude-

and phase-modulated motions and numerically verified their results. They also

showed that the Iimit—cycle solutions experience period·doubling bifurcations. Streit,

Bajaj, and Krousgrill (1988) studied tha same system. They found Hopf bifurcations

resulting in limit-cycle solutions. These limit cycles go through a cascade of

period-doubling bifurcations culminatlng in chaos.

Haddow, Barr, and Mook (1984) presented experimental verifications of the

saturation phenomenon in a simple experimental set up consisting of two beams and

two concentrated masses. Nayfeh and Zavodney (1988) reported experimental

observations of amplitude- and phase-modulated oscillations in a

two-degree-of-freedom mechanical model having quadratlc nonlinearities and linear
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natural frequencies in the ratio of two-to-one. The lower mode was externally excited

by a near-resonant harmonic excitation. They showed a qualitative agreement with

the results of a second—order perturbation solution. Nayfeh, Balachandran, Colbert,

and Nayfeh (1988) conducted experiments on a structure consisting of two

light-weight beams and two concentrated masses and reported periodically and

chaotically modulated motions. They reported what seems to be a cascade of

period-doubling bifurcations resulting in chaos. _

Miles (1985) studied a parametrically excited double pendulum in the presence

of two-to-one internal resonance conditions when the lower mode is excited by a

principle parametric resonance. He showed that two types of motion are possible: a

rigid-body translation or coupled osclllations of the pendulum superimposed on these

translations. He concluded that there are no Hopf bifurcations. Consequently no

periodically-modulated or chaotic motlons appear possible. Nayfeh (1987a) studied

the same problem and found that the response exhibits a Hopf bifurcation leading to

amplitude- and phase-modulated motions. Furthermore, he showed that with the

proper choice of the system parameters, the periodlc motion of the averaged

equations goes through period-doubling bifurcations leading to chaos. He also

studied the case when the lower mode is excited by a principal parametric resonance

and showed that the averaged equations exhibit Hopf bifurcation.

Holmes (1986) used Melnikov method to study two-to-one internal resonances in

vertically excited surface waves. He showed that the model has transverse

homoclinic orbits, Smale horseshoe, and thus chaotic orbits. Miles (1984c) studied

the perfectly tuned two-to-one internal resonance in surface waves when the lower

mode is excited by a principal parametric resonance. He found no Hopf bifurcations

and concluded that there are no |imit·cycle or chaotic solutions for the modulation

equations. Nayfeh (1987b) studied the nonlinear response of the free surface of a
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liquid in a cylindrical container to a harmonic vertical osciilation in the presence of

a two-to-one autoparametric resonance. He relaxed Miles’ perfectly tuned condition

and showed that when the lower mode is excited with a principal parametric

resonance, the set of evolution equations that describe the modulation of amplitudes

and phases of the resonating modes have four possible solutions: a trivial motion, a

limit cycle involving the resonating modes, an amplitude- and phase- modulated

sinusoid, and a chaotically modulated sinusoid. Gu and Sethna (1987) studied surface

waves in vertically excited rectangular containers when the frequencies of two modes

are in the ratio of two-to-one. They found periodic, almost periodic, and chaotic wave

motions.

Systems With One-To-One Internal Resonances

Miles (1984d) studied the the one-to-one internal resonance between planar and

nonplanar motions of spherical pendulums. He showed that a resonating planar

motion of the base might excite the nonplanar motion, resulting in a cascade of

period-doubling bifurcations and chaos.

Maewal (1986b) showed that elastic beams with symmetric cross-sections can

exhibit a coupling between their in-plane and out·of·plane modes, and that a resonant

transverse excitation can induce out-of-plane responses. He also showed that the

beam may exhibit a chaotically modulated response for certain values of the

excitation frequency. Nayfeh and Pai (1989) studied the one-to-one internal

resonance between the in-plane and out-of-plane motions of beams. They used the

method of multiple-time scales to derive a set of modulation equations for the

evolution ofthe amplitudes and phases of the in-plane and out-of-plane modes. They

found that as the frequency of excitation varies, the fixed points of the modulation
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equations lose stability through Hopf bifurcation and modulated motions result. They

also found regions of chaotic responses.

Miles (1984a, 1984b) studied the one-to-one internal resonance between

orthogonal surface-wave modes in a circular cylinder ln the case of free and forced

oscillations. He concluded that exciting one of these modes may excite the other and

the response may be periodically or chaotically modulated. He also showed that this

modal coupling does not exist above certain values of damping and depth·to-radius
A

ratlos. Feng and Sethna (1989) studied symmetry-breaking blfurcatlons of surface

waves in nearly square containers subjected to vertical osclllations and in the

presence of one-to-one internal resonance conditions. They showed that the system

may exhibit periodic, quasi-periodic, or chaotic solutions. Ciliberto and Gollub (1985)

conducted experimental lnvestigatlons into one-to-one internal resonances in surface

waves. They examined the case in which the excitation frequency and amplitude are

near the intersection of the instability boundary between two degenerate modes and

found that they can compete with each other to produce either periodic or chaotic

motion. They used the experimental data to reconstruct the attractors in the phase

space and calculate their dimensions and Lyapunov exponents. They found that the

chaotic attractors have fractal dimensions and at least one positive Lyapunov

exponent. Simonelli and Gollub (1989) experimentally studied wave mode

interactions in square and near square containers. They detected multiple attractors

and repellers and studied the involved bifurcations.
a A

Miles (1984e) studied the nonplanar motion of stretched strings. He found two

points of Hopf bifurcation and suggested the possibility of strange attractors. He did

not investigate limit cycles or chaotic attractors. Johnson and Baja] (1989) studied the

one-to-one internal resonance between the planar and nonplanar responses of

strings. They found two branches of periodic solutions between the Hopf bifurcation
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frequencies. One branch goes through an incomplete sequence of period·doub|ing

bifurcations followed by period-halving bifurcations. The other branch is created by

a sadd|e~node collision and goes through a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations

culminating in chaos.
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The current work ls concerned with modal interactlons in the nonlinear response

of infinitely long cylindrical shells and closed spherical shells to different external and

internal (autoparametric) resonance conditions. The method of multiple-time scales

is used to construct an asymptotically valid expansion for the displacement fields.

This method yields a set of autonomous nonlinear ordinary-differential equations for

the evolution of the amplitudes and phases of the interacting modes. Fixed-point

solutions of these equations represent periodic oscillations of the shell, whereas

limit-cycle solutions correspond to amplitude- and phase-modulated oscillations of

the shell. These equations have the general form

di
•-n -•.

dt
— F (X,r) (2.1)

where te [tl, oo), F (X; r):R" x R -> R" is a smooth nonlinear vector field, and r is a

control (or bifurcation) parameter of the system. The value of the solution )?(t) of (2.1)
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at time t with the initial conditions )-Ü,
= {x,, ..., x„} is the flow Ö, (x,, ..., x„, t). ln our

study, we focus attention on the asymptotic nature of the solutions for large times

(i.e., steady-state solutions).

In the following sections we present some basic definitions and concepts from

the theory of dynamical systems associated with the solutions of nonlinear

autonomous ordinary-differential equations. The references of this chapter include

those of Hale (1963), Urabe (1967), Hirsch and Smale (1974), Chua and Lin (1975),

Marsden and McCarken (1976), Nayfeh and Mook (1979), looss and Joseph (1980),

Hassard, Kazarinoff, and Wan (1981), Mees (1981), Chow and Hale (1982),

Vanderbauwhede (1982), Lichtenberg and Lieberman (1983), Haken (1983),

_ Guckenheimer and Holmes (1983), Berge', Pomeau and Vidal (1984), Thompson and

Stewart (1986), Jordan and Smith (1987), Bedford and Swift (1988), and other

published articles referenced within the text.

2.1 Attractors

Given a flow Ö, on R" and a point x e R" , the cu limit set of x is defined as

ln other words, the co limit set ofx is the set of all points y with the following

property: there ls an increasing sequence {t„} c R such that t,—> oo and Ö, (x) —»y .

An a limit set is defined similarly for t„ —> — oo.

A set J; R" is said to be an attractor of a flow Ö, on R" if J has an open

neighborhood Q such that
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Vx 6 Q,
<_I;[O_

w) (x);Q and co (x) Q J (2.3)

We say J attracts Q. The largest such Q is called the basin of attraction of J. A

repeller is defined similarly with Ö(_„_„(x) and a(x).

2.2 Fixed-Points (Constant Solutions)

The point P()-EE) in the phase space ls a fixed-point solution 1 of the vector equation

(2.1) if

;()-EE; r) = Ö- (2.4)

2.2.1 Stability of fixed-point solutions

The stability of a fixed-point solution P(S<·E) is determined by perturbing the flow

in the phase space around it and studying the evolution of this perturbation with time.

We let

SE = SEE + E (2.5)

Thus equation (2.1) becomes
’

1 Also called equilibrium point.
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dl? '°
- - - - - - -#+—°§T = F(XE + ö;r) = F(XE; r) + [G(XE;r)]ö +... (2.6)

where [G] = Öl? is the Jacobi matrix of the system. We use the vector equation (2.4)

and retain the first-order terms in equation (2.6) to get

dä —· _ —
dt - [G ( XE , r)]ö (2.7)

. The variational vector equation (2.7) constitutes a system of n linear

ordinary—differential equations with constant coefficients. They posses solutions

proportional to exp(,l t) where ,1 is an eigenvalue of [G]. Thus, for the fixed point

P(XE) to be a stable solution of (2.1), the disturbance E must decay as t—> de. The

condition for stability is thus

Re(,l,) < 0 for i= 1, 2, ..., n (2.8)

A system with Re(«l,) = 0 while all other Re(,l,) < 0 is called neutra//y stable. A fixed

point which is neither stable nor neutarlly stable is unstable!

2.2.2 Bifurcation of fixed-point solutions

The bifurcation analysis is concerned with the study of the behavior of the flow

Ö, (E) of system (2.1) as the control parameter r varies. The critical values of r where ·

a sudden qualitative change of the behavior of the flow occurs is called a bifurcation

2 We do not distinguish between unstable and nonstable solutions.
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point. The fixed-point solutions of the flows studied in this work experience three

types of bifurcations; namely, saddle—node, pitchfork, and Hopf bifurcations.

1. Saddle-node bifurcation

This bifurcation is associated with a real eigenvalue crossing the imaginary axis

toward the right half of the complex plane, this is usually associated with the

jump phenomenon where a stable and an unstable fixed point collide and

annihilate each other. Figure 2.1a shows the generic bifurcation pattern for a

saddle·node bifurcation.

2. Pitchfork bifurcation

This bifurcation is usually associated with symmetric systems. The system (2.1)

ls said to be symmetric if it is invariant under the action of a group of linear

transformations of R" (called a group of symmetries of equation (2.1) ). Let y be

'ä linear transformation of IR", equation (2.1) is said to have a group of symmetries

S iffor all )·eS

)[i?(>?;r)] = F()[>?];r) (2.9)

As in the saddle-node bifurcation, the pitchfork bifurcation is associated with an

eigenvalue of [G] crossing the imaginary axis along the real axis toward the right

half of the complex plane. There are two types of pitchfork bifurcations:

supercritical pitchfork bifurcation (fig. 2.1b) and subcritical pitchfork bifurcation

(also called reversed pitchfork bifurcation) (fig. 2.1c).

3. Hopf bifurcation

This is associated with two complex conjugate eigenvalues of [G] crossing the

imaginary axis into the right half of the complex plane with a nonzero speed. This

results in branches of periodic solutions bifurcating at the bifurcation point. It
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could be either supercritical or subcritical (fig. 2.1d,e). Supercritical Hopf

bifurcation is associated with the flow decaying along some elgendirections and

a small amplitude closed orbit being born in the manifold Iocally normal to these

directions. A subcritical Hopf bifurcation on the other hand is associated with

large-amplitude closed orbits around the Hopf-bifurcation point.

2.3 Limit Cycles (Closed Orbits)

The following theorems are due to Urabe (1967):

Theorem

Let lt = $(0 be any solution of (2.1) such that Ä(1,)=(1·>(1,) for 1,¢1, , then the

function $(0 is periodic in t'with the period 1, — 1,.

Theorem

The orbit I" represented by the solution E = $(0 ls closed if and only if lt- = $(0 ls a

nonconstant periodic solution.

2.3.1 Detection of closed orbits

To detect periodic orbits of (2.1) one can numerically integrate these equations

for a long time until all the transient response decays, a computationally expensive
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approach. An algorithm originally proposed by Aprille and Trick (1972) is designed

to eliminate the long-time integration process and yield a set of initial conditions on

the orbit I" and its period so that one can construct the orbit by integrating with these

initial conditions for one period. We follow Aprill and Trick (1972) and Chua and Lin

(1975) in describing this algorithm.

We first transform the initial·value problem into a boundary-value problem with

periodic boundary conditions, that is;

di —· -·*= F X;dl ( r) (2.10)
X (G) = X(T)

Equations (2.10) can be integrated into

1
xG (2.11)

0

which upon evaluation at t= T yields

—h ab ab i T •§
ch

E (T, XG); X(T, F(X(t);r) dt + Xo (2.12)
0

Hence, the periodicity condition becomes

E12,. 0= >?„—E(r. Z,) = 6 (2.161

The problem now is to solve the system of n equatlons given by (2.13) for n+1

unknowns; namely, XG and T. Aprille and Trick suggest an iteration scheme to solve
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(2.13). They fix one of the unknowns and perform a Newton-Raphson iteration on the

remaining ones. They give a criterion for choosing the variable to be fixed and prove

the convergence of the scheme in the neighborhood of the orbit (step 2 below). The

algorithm is listed below:

Step 1 —

For a given initial state )-(3/> and Tl/> calculate /(</> by integrating (2.1).

Step 2

Select an integer k S n such that

F ju) Tu), gu F gw Tu), gu)l„( < „ö)lzl„.( < „>)l (214)
m=1,2,...,k—1,k+1,...,n

where I I indicates the absolute value.

Step 3

Define the solution vector

7 = [X01 , XM,... , Xo„_1 , T, X0,,+, , . . . , Xo„]T (2.15)

where the superscript T indicates the transpose.

Step 4

Use the Newton-Raphson iteration formula to compute
V</+‘>

from

V (/+1) = V (/) _
[K

_k) _ EF ]—1
H(/)(V (/)) (2.16)
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where |(—k) denotes the identity matrix with a zero
k”'

element. This is

necessary since the k"' element in V is Tand not X„,,. The matrix

E’(T, X3/>) E ÖE/817 is given by

[E’],J= , for jaék (2.17)
0/

[E'],_,,=2i(%=F,(x(r,x°)) for 1=1,2, ..., n (2.16)

where equation (2.17) is evaluated using a combination of integration and

finite-difference schemes.

Step 5

Return to step 1 unless || W)-17</+‘> ||<ö_ and || X<!>—X5/> ||<s where

6 and s are preassigned error tolerances and || indicates the Eucledian

norm.

Step 6

Stop.

This algorithm proved efficient in reduclng the computation time but is sensitive to

the initial guesses and the step size of the integration. Using different step sizes, we

found that the algorithm sometimes Ianded on different orbits for the same bifurcation

parameter.
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2.3.2 Stability of closed orbits

The local stability of a closed orbit is determined by disturbing the orbit and

studying the evolution of the disturbance with time. Let I" be a closed orbit of (2.1)

represented by )( =1?>(t)=c-;)(t+ T) then
n

dßw — —
-T=1=(4>(1),r) (2.19)

The local behavior of the flow around I" is governed by

dg - -·
T1? = |:G(q5(t),r);|§ (2.20)

The vector equatlon (2.20) constitutes a set of n linear ordinary-differential equations

with periodic coefficients of period T. Floquet theory is used to study the stability of

the solutions of these equations. Let EU) be an n-dimensional solution vector of

(2.20) then it can be shown that E(t + T) is also a solution. The/uniqueness

theorem assures that equations (2.20) have only n linearly independent solutions and

that all other solutions can be written as a linear combination of these fundamental

solutions, thus

CU + T) = [A]C U) (2-21)

where [A] is a matrix with constant coefficients called the monodromy matrix and its

eigenvalues are called the Floquet multipliers . Next we introduce the following

linear transformation:

YU) = EP]é(¢) (2-22)
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where [P] is a nonsingular constant matrix, or

é(¢) = [P]“‘$E(¢) (2-23)

where the superscript #1 indicates the inverse of the matrix. Thus (2.21) becomes

[PT' Eu + T) = [AJ £PJ"‘i<r)

or
A

EU + T) = [P] [A] [P]" YU) (2-24)

which can be rewritten as -

5E<r+ r>=£BJ im (2-25)

where [B] ls a Jordan canonical form.

We consider the case of diagonal [B]. Ifthe elgenvalues of [A] are distinct, then

[P] can be chosen so that [B] is diagonal with the eigenvalue A, , i= 1,...,n as its

(i, i) element. Thus, the individual elements in system (2.25) are given as

(2-26)

Consequently, _

xi(¢ + HT) = »l7xi(¢) (2-27)

which implies that the orbit is stable if the moduli of all the Floquet multipliers A, are
—- d t d t+less than unity. Since equation (2.19) is autonomous, C= Jg-= is a

solution of (2.20). This implies that one of the Floquet multipliers for equation (2.20)
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is always +1. To show that d¢_i;(t)/dt is a solution to (2.20), we use equation (2.19), the
dchain rule to evaluate , and obtain

6 d$<0 _ 6 — _ — _ däw.„ dt — dt lF<¢<l>·r>l-l¤<·»<#>·r>] „„ <2—¤¤>

Equation (2.28) is the same as equation (2.20) with X replaced by dt-i;(t)/dt.

Consequently, d(-i;(t)/dt is a solution of equation (2.20).

Next, we multiply equation (2.26) by exp(—y,t—y,T), where y, ls an arbltrary

constant to be determined later, and obtain

XX: + r)6*'·"+° = 1,6* '·’x(:)6*
*·‘

(2.29)

We now choose

1
Y, =

T
InÄ.}Thus

equation (2.29) becomes

11:+ r>6**^‘+’° = xllt)
6*'·‘ = mu) (2-61)

Hence, X,(t) exp(-·y,t) is periodlc with period T, and X, has the normal or F/oquet

form X,(t) = exp(y,t) Mt) , Mt + 7') = Mt). The constants y, are called the characteristic

exponents . They also determine the stability of closed orbits; an orbit ls stable if all

Re(y,) < 0 and unstable if at least one Re(y,) > 0.

These stability conditions also apply for the cases of repeated eigenvalues of

[A] (see Nayfeh and Mook, 1979, pp. 279-283).
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2.3.3 Bifurcation of closed orbits

As the parameter of the system r changes, the orbital behavior of (2.1) might

suddenly change at some critical bifurcation point r= r,. The bifurcation of a closed

orbit is always associated with a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit circle in the

complex plane. The orbits of the systems studied hereafter suffer three types of

bifurcations: symmetry-breaking bifurcation, cyclic-fold bifurcation, and

period-doubling bifurcation.

1. Symmetry-breaking bifurcation

This bifurcation is associated with a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit circle in

the complex plane through +1. Because of this bifurcation, a symmetric orbit

loses stability to an asymmetric one. The existence of a symmetry transformation

in the system suggests that asymmetric orbits exist in pairs. The unstable

symmetric orbit continues to exist after this bifurcation occurs.

2. Cyclic-fold bifurcation

This bifurcation is also associated with a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit circle

in the complex plane through +1. lt differs from the symmetry-breaking

bifurcation in that the unstable orbit ceases to exist after this bifurcation occurs.

This bifurcation usually indicates the collision of a stable orbit with an unstable

orbit and, as a result of this collision, the involved orbits annihilate each other

and the flow jumps out of the vicinity of the collision.

3. Period-doubling bifurcation
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This bifurcation is associated with a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit circle

through -1. ln this case, a stable orbit of period T loses stability to another stable

orbit of period 2T. The unstable orbit continues to exist after the bifurcation

occurs. In our study, a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations culminates in

chaos. This, however, does not always have to be the case; there are reported

cases of finite number of period-doubling bifurcations followed by undoublings

or by other bifurcations.

2.4 Poincare’ Sections

The phase portraits of a complex multi-dimensional dynamic system usually get

too complicated and are not easy to analyze. One way of condensing the phase

space information is to use a Poincare’ section .

Let 2 be a section in the phase space such that the phase trajectories cut it

transversely. 2 divides the phase space into two regions: 2* and 2*. The set of all

the points c2 where the flow pierces 2 from, say, 2+ to 2* (or in the other direction)

is called a one-sided Poincare’ map . The simpllfication introduced by using a

Poincare’ map is obvious: a closed orbit of period T ls represented as a closed curve -

in the phase portrait but as a finite number of points on the Poincare’ section, an

orbit of period 2T leaves twice as many points on the Poincare’ section and so on.

Another advantage of using a Poincare’ map rather than a phase portrait appears

when a symmetry-breaking bifurcation occurs. While such a bifurcation might be

confused with a period-doubling bifurcation in the phase portrait, the number of
l
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points it leaves on the section does not double after the bifurcation, thus clearing the

confusion. ·

2.5 Lyapunov Exponents and Lyapunov Dimension

The existence of different kinds of attractors (fixed points, closed orbits, or

chaotic attractors) makes it necessary to seek a criterion to distinguish among the

different attractors, such a criterion is provided by the Lyapunov exponents. The
V

concept of Lyapunov’s exponents is a generalization of the eigenvalues of a fixed

point and the characteristic exponents for a closed orbit. It simply tests the behavior

of the flow in the neighborhood of a trajectory
$(.0. _

Assume that the system (2.1) has an attractor y given by Let

E = E 0+ 6} (2.32)

and

= [6()?0;r)]6‘$< (2.33)

The vector equation (2.33) is a set of n linear ordinary·differential equations with

variable coefficients. The Lyapunov exponents are defined as

,1 = lim l ln |6'S<l (2.34)
l—•°°

t

Thus an n-dimensional system has n Lyapunov exponents.
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Theorem (Haken, 1983)

lf )-(
( t) is a trajectory which remains in a bounded region and if it does not terminate

at a fixed point, at least one of its Lyapunov exponents vanishes.

Another useful quantity that can be used to distinguish among the attractors is '

the Lyapunov dimension d, . The relationship between the Lyapunov exponents and

the Lyapunov dimension is given by Frederickson et al. (1983) as

I

. lk
d,-=j +

i—· (2.35)
I Ä·j+1 I

ink

where the .1, are ordered such that .1,, > ,1,,,, > ....> ti, > .1, andj is defined as

I }+1
2,1,) o , 2.1,, < o , (2.36)
k=‘I k=1

For a stable fixed point all the Lyapunov exponents are negative; for a stable limit

cycle one of the exponents is zero and the rest are negative; and for a chaotic

attractor, one of the Lyaponuv exponents is positive and the Lyaponuv dimension is

fractal}

* Stricktly speaking; the fractal Lyaponuv dimension indicates a strange attractor and not a chaotic
attractor . lt is typically the case that strange attractors are also chaotic but this is not always so
(Grebogi et. al., 1984).
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CHAPTER 3

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

ln this chapter we derive the equations of motion for the dynamic response of

infinitely long circular cylindrical shells under harmonic radial loads and the

equations describing the axisymmetrlc, torsionless dynamic response of closed

spherical shells. The shells are assumed to be thin, Iinearly elastic, and in a state

of plane strain. The nonlinearity is due to the kinematic relationships (i.e., geometric

nonlinearity). The usual Love-Kirchhoff’s assumptions are used: straight lines normal

to the middle surface before deformation remain straight and normal to it after and

during deformation. This implles that the transverse shear deformations are

negligible, which is equivalent to assuming an infinite shear rigidity in the body of the °

shell. The thickness h of the shell is unchanged, and the transverse stresses are

negligible. We also assume that the ratio (-gg) is small, where a is the radius ofthe

undeformed shell.
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3.1 Preliminaries from the Theory of Surfaces

The theory of shells is based on the assumptlons that one can reduce the

three-dimensional equations of the theory of elasticity into two-dimensional

equations. In other words, we assume that the behavior of a three-dimensional

continua (the shell) can be represented by that of a two-dimensional surface (the

sheII’s reference surface). This establishes a strong connection between the theory

of shells and the theory of surfaces. In this section we discuss concepts from the

theory of surfaces which relate to our study of shells.

To present the theory of surfaces in an elegant manner, we choose to use tensor

calculus. In what follows a superscripted quantity indicates a contravariant tensor

and a subscripted quantity indicates a covariant tensor . The Greek indicies can. A

assume the values 1 or 2, and the Latin indicies have a range of values from 1 to 3.

The summation convention is used unless the index is between two parentheses ( ).

ln what follows, we deal with two sets of coordinate systems; namely, the

three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates

zi=(z1,z2,z3) ,i=1,2,3 (3.1)

for the surrounding space in which 1:, is the unit vector along the I"' coordinate axis

and the curvilinear coordinates

u°‘=(u1,u2) , 11 = 1, 2 (3.2)

of the surface. A surface is the Iocus of a point whose coordinates are functions of

two independent parameters. Thus the equations of a surface are of the form
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_ z' = z'(
u°‘)

(3.3)

The tangent vectors S, to the surface at any point are (fig. 3.1)

Sa =ä
CIöu

The metric of the surface is defined as

aaß = Sa • =
€l

Epanda = det (a,„). The normal Ä!. to the surface is

mm

it can be shown that the unit normal E is

Fi =Ä= (3.7)IN I J? ‘
The curvature tensor b,„ is defined as

6,), = F . fi (3.8)
öuß

The first fundamental form of a surface relates the length of a line element (ds) on the

surface to the metric of the surface as

ds2 = a„ßdu“uu*’ (3.9)
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lf we consider a surface with a metric a,„, which after deformation becomes
a"_„,

then

the strain experienced by a line element on that surface is

8 _ ~/a°l¤>iß> ‘«/al¤·¤ß> (3 10)l¤)lß) “ 7* '·’i¤-llßi

Another important characteristic of a surface is its principal curvature. The

principal curvatures rc of a surface are defined by

det [baß—1caaß] = 0 (3.11)
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3.2 Equations of Motion of lnünitely Long Circular

Cylindrical Shells

Let p be a point on the undeformed shell middle-surface at time t and p' be the

same point on the deformed shell at time t' (fig. 3.2). The first fundamental forms for

the undeformed and deformed middle surface are given, respectively, by

(68)* - (8 66)* (3.12)

(dS*)2 - [6* + (r¢>’)2](d0)2 (3.13)

where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to 0. Thus, the strain of the

middle-surface is

./6* + (66)* -8
so = l*— (3.14)

The curvature of the undeformed and deformed middle-surface are

Ko = curvature of the undeformed surface = -27 (3.15)

ic'o = curvature of the deformed surface
- 3.16

- [6•'(r*6>·* - 66* +2r'2) + 4>'·6r][6* + 6*66*] *'* ( )

We introduce the nondimensional displacements w and (0 and nondimensional time

1- such that _
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and 1·=[Ep(1—v2)]1/2at (3.17)

where E is Young’s modulus, p is the material’s density, and v is Poisson’s ratio. To

third order, the strains and principal curvatures are:

so = strain along the 8-coordinate line
3.18

X, = change in curvature of the middle surface

= Q {W + W~ + w2 + 2WW~ + Q W·2 - 21p·W·· - W'•p·· + w3 + 6W2W·· — 2W»17·w

- 4wlp'w" + %
ww'2

+ 3¤,ü"•ß'w' + 3(0'2w" — •h'w’2 —
% w"w’2}

(3.19)

The total strain energy functional U is given by Koiter (1960) as

U = Um + U), (3.20)

which for an infinitely long cylindrical shell becomes

Um = membrane strain energy = aßcfßä d9

2

0
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Ub = bending strain energy = a1:Dj‘);ä d0

2" 2 2 2 2 2= a1cDf [w" + 2w"w + w + w' w- 4¤[:'w"w— 2ww’•ß" + w' w" - 4w" ih'
0

— 2w'w"¤ß" + 2w3 + 6w2w" + 4ww"2] d0

(3.22)

where

C = extensional stiffness parameter = Eh/(1 — v2)

D = bending stiffness parameter = Ehs/12(1 — v2)

and h is the thickness of the shell.

The total potential energy V of the Ioaded shell is

V = U + W (3.23)

where W is the potential of the applied loads. For radial loads P,

21:

w = -éeff [vr - 2w - 2w¤ß’ + w2]d6 (3.24)
o

The speed v ofp is given by

v2 = F + (njsf (3.25)

Thus, neglecting rotary lnertia, we can write the kinetic energy T as
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21:___l .2 ·2 __L Eah .2 _ 2'2r-Zfpp +(rd>)]dV—21_v2f [w +(1 w)w]d6 (3.26)
v o

where the over dot indicates the derivative with respect to 1.

The conservation of the Lagrangian is expressed as

*2
[6T ·— öU„, — 6U,, — öW]dt = 0 (3.27)

tv

Substituting equations (3.20)-(3.26) into equation (3.27) and using calculus of

variations, we obtain the following equations of motion:

W + w - ¤/z' +
a2{w'°

+ 2w" + w} = — v/12 —%- w'2 — 2w¢' +
(//2

+ Vw" - ww" + w'~l1"

+
— Zwlwllwl

+
— WIIWI2

+
w!!wI2

+
wwlwli __

w'2 + 4ww + 6ww·· + 4w·· w —6w'2

+ 8w"'•ß" — 8w"’w’ + 4w"'¤ß' + wg//" — 11ww" — 4wwN — 3w2
+ w'¤ßN}

a(1 - V2)
I+ P(1 + lß — W)

(3.28)

ü 1 wi!
+

wi = + + wlw}! zwiwl
+ + wwllwl+—

w’2¤ß"
+ —ä— w’3

+ 2ww'¢' - 2w"w’)/1’ — 2wWW — wznß
+ a2{w"w’

_ w::w::: _ wwrr: +
WWW:}

(3.29)
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3.3 Equations for the Axisymmetric Motion of Closed

Spherical Shells

Let p be a point on the undeformed shell middle-surface at time t (fig. 3.3a) and

p" be the same point on the deformed shell at time t' (fig. 3.3b). For axisymmetric

deformatlons, 0 = 1) and ö( )/ör) = 0. The first fundamental forms for the

undeformed and deformed middle-surface are given, respectively, by

(ds)2 = (a d§)2
+ (a sin { d6)2 (3.30)

(us·f = (r u¢f + (r sm ¢ unf (3.31)

The strains and principal curvatures are given by

[<r¢'f +
<#>“]"’ — a

sg = strain along the {-coordlnate line = l—-T-—— (3.32)

‘ — lan = strain along the rpcoordlnate line = (3.33)

X; = change in curvature of the f·coordlnate line

_ wur -mp·· -:263 —2r’2d>' l (3.34)
I:(,_¢;)2 +; H2]3/2 a

X,] = change in curvature of the 1)-coordinate line

= Sl¤(ß—¢) _ 1 (335)
r sin ¢> a sin é '

where
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ß = rotation of the normal to the middle surface = tan'1(r’/rda')

and the prlme indicates the derivative with respect to {.

We introduce the nondimensional displacements w and u and nondimensional

time -c defined by

sw=—§—1, 6u=d>—{ , and 1:=[Ep(1 —v2)]1l2at (3.36)

where s = w„,/a < < 1 is a nondimensional perturbation parameter and w,„ is the

maximum radial displacement. Substituting equatlon (3.36) into equations

(3.32)-(3.35), we obtain

Sc = + w) + 62( g w·2 +w„·) + ¤°[ -g w’(u· + w)] +O(s‘) (3.37)

an = 6(u cot { + w) + s2(uw cot { —
% u2) +

s3(
- cot { — -%,2- u2w) +O(s‘) (3.38)

1 „ 2 1 2 „ „ „ 7 2 s;(€=-a- s(w +w)+s(—-E-w' -w'u -2w u—2w'w-w)+O(s) (3.39)

xn = % [s(w’ cot { + w) +
s2(

é w'u' cot { — 2w’
w — w'u cot {) + O(6°)] (3.40)

The total strain energy functional U is given by Koiter (1960) as

A
U = U„, + Ut, (3.41)

where
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Um = membrane strain energy = 1:Cf (6; + 6: + 2vs;s„ + ~%· ygl) sin {df (3.42)

Ub = bending strain energy = 1zD.I‘()(§ + gg; + 2)(„;({ + 2(1 — v) xi;) sin {df (3.43)

where

C = extensional stiffness parameter = Eh/(1 — v2)

D = bending stiffness parameter = Ehs/12(1 ‘— v2)

Here, h is the thickness of the shell, am 6,, and ym are the mid-surface extensional and

shearing strain components, and xc, )(„, and )(,,, are the mid-surface changes in

curvature and twlst. In the case of axisymmetric deformations, vc, and XC, are zero.

The total potential energy V of the Ioaded shell is

V = U +

WwhereW is the potential of the applied loads. ln the case of radial loads p, ,

W = — 27If p, w sin {df (3.45)

Neglectlng rotary lnertia, we can write the kinetic energy T as

r= Q; I p [( ör/ 6:)* + :* ( 66 1 6:)*] dV (::.46)
v
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Using equations (3.36), we reduce equation (3.46) to

2 27- 6*) + 6°(2wu")] sm gd.: (3.47)
2(1 — v ) 0

Substituting equations (3.41)-(3.47) into the Lagrangian and using the extended

Hamiltons principle, we obtain the following equations of motion (Mclvor and

Sonstegard, 1966):

1 ..
ü + L,(w,u) + s{2wü + 2Wü — 2w’u’ — 2wu" - w'w" — 2wu' cot { -L-El w'2 cot {

(3 " V) 2 2 _——l2 u cotC—wu(1—v-2cot C)—2(1+v)ww’—2vw'ucotC -0

(3.48)

W + L,(w, u) + 6{(1 + v)[2wu' -
-ä— w’2 — é-

u2
+ 2wu cot C - ww" - ww' cot C

— w’u'
cot C] + u'2

- w"u' + u2 cot2C —u"w' + 2vuu’ cotC
— vw"u cot C + vw’u — 02} = 62 F,(C, T)

(3.49)

where a*= hz/12a*, F,(C, T) is the generalized radial force and L, and L, are spatial _

linear differential operators defined as

L,(w, u) E — u" — u' cot C + u(v + cot2C) - (1 + v)w'

+ ¤=2{(v + <=¤t2~§)(¤ — w') — u" — u' cot C + w"' + w" cot 5}

(3.50)

and
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L2(w, u) E (1 + v)(u’ + u cot C + 2w)

+ oc2{ — u"' — 2u" cot C + u'(1 + v + cot2C) + (v - 2 — cot2C)u cot C
+

ww
+ 2w"’ cot C — (1 + v + cot2C)w" + 2w' cot C + ( cot2C — v)w' cot C}

(3.51)

We note that the excitation is ordered as sz since the case to be studied is primary

resonance.
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CHAPTER 4

CASES INVOLVING TWO-TO-ONE INTERNAL

RESONANCE

ln this chapter we use the method of multiple-time scales (Nayfeh, 1973, 198_1) to

study the forced dynamic response of shells in the presence of a two-to-one internal

(autoparametric) resonance between the excited mode and another mode. We

present three case studies: 1) the breathing mode of an infinitely long circular

cylindrical shell is excited byga primary resonance while being involved in a

two-to-one internal resonance with a flexural mode, 2) a flexural mode of a spherical

shell is excited by a primary resonance and lt ls involved in a two-to-one internal

resonance with a lower flexural mode, and 3) the breathing mode of a cylindrical shell

is excited by a subharmonic resonance of order one-half while being involved in a

two-to-one internal resonance with a flexural mode.

The method of multiple-time scales results in a set of nonlinear autonomous

ordinary-differential equations for the evolution of the amplitudes and phases of the
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Interacting modes. The resulting modulation equations in the first two case studies

have the same general form. We present a numerical example where we study the

fixed points and their stability and show that this system exhibits a saturation

phenomenon for a level of excitation above a certain threshold. We also show that

the response of such systems exhibit supercritical and subcritical Hopf bifurcations ~

as the frequency of the excitation varies. Between the Hopf bifurcation frequencies

either closed orbits (limit cycles) or chaotic solutions exists. Stability and bifurcation

analysis of the closed orbits show that they go through either symmetry-breaking

bifurcations followed by cascades of period-doubling bifurcations culminating In

chaos or cyclic-fold bifurcations resulting in chaos.

For the case of subharmonic resonance, we show that the fixed points of the

modulation equations exhibit the saturation phenomenon. We also show that as the

frequency of excitation varies, the fixed points undergo Hopf bifurcations resulting in

orbital (limit-cycle) behavior. Some closed orbits suffer cyclic-fold bifurcations which

result in chaos. Period·three motions are also observed.

4.1 Primary Resonance

4.1.1 Primary resonance of the breathing mode of an Infinitely long

circular cylindrical shell

To capture the modal Interaction phenomenon resulting from the two-to-one

internal resonance between two modes of the shell, we need to solve up to the
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quadratic part of the problem. Retaining the quadratic terms in the equations of

motion derived in chapter three, we obtain

w + w — $· + w2(w’" + 2w·' + w) = — $2 — Q
w·2 — 2w$' + $·2 + $'w··

— ww- + w'$··
1 _ 2

P(1 + lß' — W)

(4.1)

$— $" + w' = 2w$ + 2w$ +
w’w" — 2w'$' — 2w$" + 2ww' (4.2)

where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to 0 and the overdot indicates

the derivative with respect to time 1 . These equations can be rewritten in a siightly

different form. We note that

1 — 2 Pw= (4.3)

$= $·· - w + (4.4)

Substituting the above relations into equations (4.1) and (4.2) we obtain

" 2 IV II I I I
I •

2 I2 I I II 1 I2w+1x(w +2w +w)—¤l1 +w=w’($ —w)—$ +$ —2w~ß +w$ —?w

a(1 — V2)
P 1 . (45)

+ Eh ( + ¤/1 — w)

--
_

- a(1 —v2) I$1-¤ß"+w'=w'w"—2w'¤$’+2w$+71I——wP (4.6)
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Next, we use the method of multiple-time scales (Nayfeh 1973,1981) to determine

a first-order uniformly valid asymptotic expansion of equations (4.5) and (4.6) for small

but finite amplitudes when P is given by

1 — 2 °°Fléfl P f„ cos n8] cos Q1 (4.7)
n=O

where 6 is a small dimensionless perturbation parameter. Moreover, we seek a
A

first-order uniform expansion of the displacement field in the form

w(8, 1; 6) = 6w,(8, To, T,) + 62w2(8, To, T,) + (4.8)

$(8, 1; 6) = 6$,(8, To, T,) +
62$2(8, To, T,) + (4.9)

where T, = 1 is a fast time scale, characterizing motlons with the natural and

excitation frequencies, and T, = ET is a slow time scale, characterizing the modulation

of the amplitudes and phases of the coupled modes due to the nonlinearities and any

other resonances. rn; time derivatlves transform as

8
81

— D, + 6D, + (4.10)

Ä— 02 + 260 02
— 0 0 ,+... (4.11)

ÖT

where D„ = 8/8T„. Substituting equations (4.7)-(4.11) into equations (4.5) and (4.6) and

equating coefficients of like powers of 6, we get

Order 6

Dgw, + o¤2{wÄ°
+ 2w," + w,} - $,' + w, = 0 (4.12)
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DäW1— W1"+W1'=0 (4-13)

Order a '

2 2 IV II I II I 2 I2DOW2 + °‘ {W2 + 2W2 + W2} ‘ W2 + W2 = ‘ 2D0D1w1+ W1 (W1 " W1) ‘ (DoW1) + W1
OO

— 2w, w,'2
+ Iäfo + Zfm cos m9?] cos QTG

h'I=‘I

(4.14)

DäW2 “ W2" +
W2, = ‘ 20001 W1 (4-15)

Since the shell ls closed, the dlsplacement field must be periodic in 9 . Thus, the

solution to equations (4.12) and (4.13) is given by

OO

w, cos m9 + 2Bm(T1)6l°"T° sin m9 + c.c. (4.16)
m=1 m=1

la0,,,T° Iw,,,T¤ -ub, = — Z1],,B,,,(T,) e cos m9 + 21],, A„,(T,) 6 sin m9 + c.c. (4.17)
ITI=1 man

where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate of the precedlng terms, 60„, is the natural

frequency of the m"' mode and is given by the characteristic equation

60:,, -
[mz

+1+
a2(m2 —1)2]60:,, +

a2m2(m2 — 1)2 = 0 , m = 0,1,2, .... (4.18)

and
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I“„,=%,,—|:1+o¢2(m2—1)2—a>i’,,:| (4.19)

Out of the infinite number of modes present in w, and nß, and in the presence of

viscous damping, only the externaliy excited modes and those involved in internal

resonance with them are present in the steady·state response (Nayfeh and Mook

1979). In this study, we consider the case in which the frequency of the external

excitation is near the natural frequency of the the breathing mode (i.e., Qzwo ).

Furthermore, we assume that the modal coupling ls due to a two-to-one internal

resonance between the breathing mode and the n"' flexural mode (i.e., w,,z2w,,).

Thus, we express w, and qß, as

w, =A0(T,)ei“’°T° + A„(T,)6/°"'T° cos nä + B,,(T,) e'°""T° sin nä+ c.c. (4.20)

lp, = — r„ 6,,(r,)
6'°*~’·

C65 nä + 1*,, A„(r,)
6"”·'¤

sm nä + c.c. (4.21)

We note that A,,, A„, and B„ are unknown functions of T, at this level of approxlmation

and are determined by imposing the solvability condition at the next level of

approxlmation. To qualitatively express these near resonance conditions, we

introduce detunlng parameters 6, and 6, defined by

Q = wo + 66, and wo = 2co„ + 662 (4.22)

Substituting equations (4.20) and (4.21) into equations (4.14) and (4.15), we obtain

Däw, + a2{w§°’ + 2w," + w,} — 1/1,' + w, = — 2lw,,A'0a'°"°T° - 2iw,,(A'„ cos nä + B',, sin nä)6/“’”T°
1 1 -+ [-I ni + E- (wi (Ai + ai)

6"”·’·= ’°='·

+ (nz — 2nI“,,) Ag (Ä, cos nä + Ä, sin nä) 6'°""T°+i°iT‘

+%(r,,+r„ ws nä)
6’“¤’·+’°·’·+

c.c. + Nst
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(4.23)

Dä¤ß2 — nßz" +
w2’

= 2ic0„I“„ (B',, cos 06 — A',, sin 06) e'°"'T°
— 2w,,60ol”‘,, Ao (Ä, cos 06 — Ä sin 06) el“"'T°+'°*T‘

+ c.c. + NST

(4.24)

where NST stands for terms that do not produce secular terms.

Equations (4.23) and (4.24) are inhomogeneous differential equations whose

homogeneous part has a nontrivial solution. Thus, they have a solution only if their

right-hand sldes are orthogonal to every solution of the adjoint homogeneous

problem. We note that the homogeneous part of equations (4.23) and (4.24) is

self-adjoint, thus the solvability condition yields the following modulation equations:

2i(A’O + 0,,4,,) — 4A1(A,$ + 6,i)6""=’· - r6"'·’· = 0 (4.25)

2i(A'„ + p„A„) — 4A2AoÄ,,e'°'T‘ = 0 (4.26)

2i(B',, + „„6„) — 4A,A„E,,6"’=’· = 0 (4.27)

where the prime lndicates the derivatlves with respect to T,, pe, is the damping

coefflcient of the breathing mode, p„ is the damping coefflcient of the 0* flexural

mode,

4w„,A, = ni + -ä- (wi, + 02)I‘?, - n1‘,, (4.28)

4w,,(1 + ri,)A, = ni — 2nr,, + 2w„w„1‘i, (4.29)

and
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fo = Zwof (4.30)

To analyze the steady-state solutions of equations (4.25)·(4.27) and determine

their stability, we let

A T
„

T
Iv1T,o—·

2 (P1( 1)""71( 1)}6 (4-31)

1 VAn = "5 {P2(T1) ‘ }q2(T1) ) 9] an (4-32)

B
_l

T . T
1-,r,„- 2 {p3( «)—#q3( «)}¤ (4-33)

seperate real and imaginary parts, and obtain

P'1 = ‘V1 *71 "" uOp1 “ ZA1 (P2 ‘72
+ Pa‘7s) (4-34)

(4-35)

p'2 = -V2 ‘72 " l‘np2 ‘ ^2(q1 p2 —
q2P1) (4-36)

‘7'2 = V2 P2 “ Pn *72 + ^2(P1 P2 + q1q2) (4-37)

p'3 = 'V2 Ga ' l4nPs “
^2(q1Ps ' ¢7aP1) (4-38)

qla = V2 Ps - ßn *73 + A2(P1Ps + q1q3) (4-39)

where v, = 6, and v, = —é- (6, + 6,).

Next, we consider the case where p,= q,= 0. The resulting set of modulation

equations is
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P'1 = ‘ V1‘71
_

#0/71 " 2A1P2q2 (4-40)

qu = »„p„ — p.„q„ +A. (pi — qi > + ( (4-41)

p'g = — vgqg - p„pg — ^g( mpg — pgp- ) (4-42)

V ‘7'2 = V2p2 " ßnqz + A2( p1p2 + *7172) (4-43)

We stop at this point to present the modulation equations for the modal

interaction problem in spherical shells and show that they assume the same form as

equations (4.40) - (4.43).

4.1.2 Primary resonance of a flexural mode of a closed spherical shell

We present a perturbation solution for the dynamic response of spherical shells

subject to a primary·resonant excitation of a flexural mode whose natural frequency

ls approximately twice that of a lower flexural mode (i.e., a two-to-one internal or

autoparametric resonance).

The equations for the axlsymmetric oscillations of a closed spherical shell were

derlved in chapter three and are listed here for convenience:

1 -ü + L„(w,u) + s{2wü + 2wü — 2w’u' —- 2wu" — w’w"
- 2wu’ cot { — w’2

cot{

(3 " V) 2 2 , , _—-———u cot{-wu 1 —v—2cot {)—21+v ww -2vwucot{ — 02

(4.44)
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W + L2(w, 0)+ s{(1 + v) [2wu’ —
%

w’2
- é- u2

+ 2wu cot { —ww" — ww' cot{

— w’u'
cot{ ] +

u'2 — w"u' +
02 cot2{ —u"w' + 2vuu' cot { — vw"u cot{

+ vw'u — 02} = 6: F, ({, 1)

(4.45)

where the prime·indicates the derivative with respect to {, the overdot indicates the

derivatives with respect to time 1 ,

L,(w, u) E — u" — u' cot { + u(v + cot2{) — (1 + v)w’ + a2{(v + cot2{)(u — w') — u"
— u' cot { + w"' + w" cot {}

(4.46)

and

L2(w, u) E (1 + v)(u' + u cot { + 2w)+ o¤2{ — u"' — 2u" cot { + u'(1 + v + cot2{)

+ (v — 2 — cot2{)u cot { +
ww

+ 2w"' cot { — (1 + v + cot2{)w" + 2w' cot{

+ ( cot2{ — v)w’ cot {}

(4.47)

Again, we use the method of multiple-time scales and the same procedure

outlined in section 4.1.1 to determine a first-order uniformly valid expansion of the

solution of equations (4.44) and (4.45) for small but finite amplitudes. We expand the

radial excitation F,({, 1) in terms of Legendre polynomials as

00

F, = 2f,, P„( cos {) cos(Q1) (4.48)
·
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where P„( cos {) is the Legendre polynomial of the first kind and order n. We consider

the case of primary resonance of the m"' flexural mode; that is, Q z w„, . Moreover,

we seek an asymptotic expansion of the displacement field in the form

W(é, T; 8) To, T1) + €W2(é, To, T1) + „•

T; 8) =
U1(€,

To, T1) + €U2(c, To, T1) +„•Su

bstituting equations (4.48)·(4.50) into equations (4.44) and (4.45) and equating

coefficients of like powers of 6:, we obtain

Order 6

Däw1 + L2(w1, u1) = O (4.52)

Order s '

Däu2 + L1(w2, U2) = * 2DoD1u1+ 2w1'U1' + 2w1U1" + W1'w1" + 2W1U1' cot{

+ (1 — v)( é
w1’2

cot { + w1u1) + -ä— (3 — v)u$ cot { — 2u1w, cot2{

+ 2vu1w1' cot { + 2(1 + v)w,w1' - 2Dow,D0u1 — 2w1Däu1

(4.53)

DäW2 + L2(w2, U2) 2W1 U1 COt C

— w1’2
- w1w,' cot { — w,'u1' cot { —· w1w,"] — u? cot2{

+ u1"w1' — 2vu1u1' cot { + vw,"u, cot { — u1'2
+ w,"u1' — vw1'u,

+ f„ P„ cos(QTo)
n=o
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(4.54)

To simplify the algebra, we define the variable (01 such that

U1

=andthe differential operator H as

H(...)=+cot§·¢i%ä2-·+2(...) (4.56)

Then equation (4.51) becomes

!—[¤21p —H(1p )+(1+a2)(1+v)(•1z —w )-«’H(¢ —w )]=o (457)dé O 1 1 1 1 1 1 ‘

which is integrated into

(1 + ¤2)(1 + v)(•ß1 — W1)- ¤2H(¢1 — W1) = 8 (4-58)

The constant of integration ls chosen as zero since an additive constant in ib, does

not change u,. Using equation (4.56), we rewrite equation (4.52) as

DäW1 + (1 + V)H(W1) ‘ 2(1 + V)(1 + °12)('('1 " W1) " °‘2HH('l'1 “ W1) + (V + 3)°¢2H('('1 " W1) = O

(4.59)

The solution of equations (4.58) and (4.59) can be expressed as

w1(é, To, T1) = äA„(T1) P„( cos é) exp(iw„To) + c.c. (4.60)
neo
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(ß,({, TO, T,) = ZB„(T,) P,,( cos {) exp(ico,,T,,) + c.c. (4.61)
n=¤O

where c.c.is the complex conjugate of the preceding terms. lt follow from equations

(55) and (61) that

u,({, To, T,) = ZB„(T,) P',,( cos {) exp(iw,,T,,) + c.c. (4.62)
n=0

The associated Legendre polynomials are not included in w,, u,, and aß, because they

exhibit a singularity at the poles of the shell. Next we substitute equations (4.60) and

(4.61) into equations (4.58) and (4.59), use the Legendre differential equation:
diP dP

cot {
T1? + n(n +1)P„ = 0 , and obtain

pn Vn Bn 0
= (4.63)

pn ön An O

where

ß„ = (1 + a2)(1 + 1 + ,1„) - wi, (4.64.8)

2 2y„=—a 1,,—(1 +:1 )(1+v)

p„ = — (1 + v)(2 + ,1,,)- a2{,1?, + (v + 3),1,, + 2(1+ v)}

ö,, = 2(1+ a2)(1+ v) + u2,1,,(,1,, + v + 3)- wg,

and ,1,, = n(n + 1)- 2 (4.64.6)
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We note that H(P„) = — l„ P„. Equations (4.63) constitute a system of homogeneous

algebraic equations, such a system has a non-trivial solution if and only if the

determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes identically. This produces the

characteristic equation

mf, — wz,[6z„i„{.i„ + v + 4}+ 1„ + 3(1 + v)(1 + 6z)] + .i„[6z{.iz, + 2„i„ — v2 +1}+1 — vz] = 0

(4.65)

Moreover, equation (4.63) yields

VnB„ = — — A„ (4.66)
ßfi

Again, we note that out of the infinite number of modes present in w,, (0, , and u,

and in the presence of viscous damping, only the directly excited mode and the

modes that are involved in a modal coupling with it will be present in the steady-state

response. Thus, to proceed further, we need to define the resonance conditions. ln

this section, we consider the case of a primary—resonant excitation of the m"' flexural

mode and introduce the detuning parameter 6, defined by

Q = 60„, + a6., (4.67)

Moreover, we consider the case of two-to-one internal resonance between the m"'

and k"' flexural modes and introduce the detuning parameter 6, defined by

60,,., = 260,, + s62 , m > k (4.68)

Thus we can express w, and u, as
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w,(§, TO, T,) = A„,(T,)P,„( cos é) exp(iw,„T,,) + A,,(T,)P,,( cos é) exp(iw,,T0) + c.c. (4.69)

u,(§. To. T,) = —
%

A„,(T,)P'„,( cos E) exp(iw„,To) — A,,(T,)P',,( cos 6) exp(iw,,T0) + c.c
m 1

(4.70)

Next we substitute equations (4.69) and (4.70) into equations (4.53) and (4.54),

seek a particular solution in the form

w„(c. 7.. T1)= ¤„<c>«—»'“*~'·· + o.<c>¤'“·'·· + ¤.¤ (4.711

u2(g, 7,,, 7,) = R,(g)6’°·‘~’·· + R2(g)6"°·’· + 6.6 (4.72)

separate the the T, variations, and obtain

dA _— wi,R, + 1,(o,, R,) = 276,,,hlR,„· + 1*,, Ai 6
"'=’·

(4.73)
ßm dT1

dA °° _— w$„o, + L2(Q,, R,) = — 21w,„lR„, + i-Z r„ R„
¤’°·’·

+ A,,A,i6 '°='· (4.74)dT, , 2 0

2 — • —
IGZT1— wkR2 + L1(O2- R2) — Zlwk -EI'-g-'f*TPk + ®mkAmAk 8 (4-75)

2 . dAk — 16,7,
" CUkQ2 + L2(Q2, R2) = * 2lCUk

F
Pk + Hmk AmAk1

where
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Fk={(v—4w§+4k2+4k-3)%++2v—k2—k+2}PkPk’
k

3- Y 1+ Y ,+{*—El(—é*)2—Tl+2ü(1-v)}COtCPk2

(4.77)

®„„k={%‘—%(3—v)—v—1+2(1—v)(%”++%)}cot5Pk'P„,’
k m m k

+ £(v—2w?(+2wmwk—3+2k(k+1))—m2—m+2hm(m+ 1)+2(1 +v) P 'P
ßk ßm

k m

Ym 2 2 Yk 2 ,+ 7-(2m +2m-2w„,+2wmwk+v-3)+(2T-1)(k +k)+2(1+v) Pm Pk
m k .

(4.78)

Y2
Y

+2(%-+(—;ä)2)k(k+ 1)(v-1) 0ot5Pk'Pk
‘

00:25 +k+ 2v cotzé +v
k k

— 2cot25 — 1) +-ä(1 + v)} Pk'2

2
(4.79)
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H„,,,={—2l’¢'-l(m2+m)(k2+k)—l'l(k2 +k+2+2v)(m2 +m)
ßm ßk ßm

ll'- k2 k 2 2 2 1 2 2— ßk( + )(m +m+ + v)—( +V)(m +k +k+m) P„,P,„

Ym Ym yk Yk 2+ —+2——+—
+ -1 t P '{ßm ß.„ ß. ß. }"" ’""” )°°‘ ”"°*

Ym vm vk yk 2
+

·——+2l——+—· k+k -1 t P'P111. V., "”
)°°‘ ~· ~

+ {l’L(m2 + m + 2v 66:2: + V — 2 6612: — 1) 4(V — 1) 6612;
ßm ßm ßk

Yk 2 2 2 , ,+1:+1]+-E-(k +k+2vcotC+v—2cotC—1)+v+1P„,P,1

(4.80)

Since the homogeneous parts of equations (4.73)-(4.76) have a non—trivial solution, the

inhomogeneous equations have a solution only ifa solvability condition is satisfied.

We attack the general form of the problem first and then specialize the results.

Equations (4.73) and (4.74) and equations (4.75) and (4.76) have the general form

— wzu
+ L1(w, u) = F1 (4.81)

— wzw + L2(w, u) = F2 (4.82)

We let u= di/1/dC, use the operator H defined in equation (4.56), integrate equation

(4.81), multiply both equations by sin C, and obtain

sin C cozgb — H(1/1)+ (1 + v)(1 + a2)(¤(: — w) — o¤2H(¤ß - w) ="‘F1dC} (4.83)
{
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We rewrite equation (4.82) using the operator H, multiply the result by sin {, and

obtain

sin { [— w2w
+ (1 + v)H(iß) — 2(1+ v)(1+ a2)((b — w) — a2HH(•ß — w) + (v + 3):12 H(¤ß — w) = F2]

(4.84)

We note that the operators sin { H( . . .) and sin { H H( . . . ) are self—adjoint operators;

that is

fx H(y) sin { d{ = fy H(x) sin { d{ (4.85)

Ix HH(y) sln { d{ =
I

y HH(x) sin { d{ (4.86)

The problem ls now reduced to finding the solvability condition for equations

(4.83) and (4.84). Equations (4.83) and (4.84) have a solution if their right-hand sides

are orthogonal to each and every solution of the homogeneous adjolnt problem. To

find the homogeneous adjoint problem, we multiply equations (4.83) and (4.84) by up"

and w' respectively, and integrate the homogeneous form of the equations by parts

to obtain the following adjoint problem:

— wzuß" — H(¤!1*) + (1 + v)¤ß" — 2(1+ v)w" + (1 + v)H(w') + a2{(1+ v)~/1*
(4.87)

— H(¤ß*) — HH(w') + (v + 3)H(w") — 2(1 + v)w'} = 0

— w2w‘ — (1 + v)¤/1* + 2(1 -l— v)w' + oc2{H(¤/z') — (1 + v)(0' + HH(w') — (v + 3)H(w')
(4.88)

+ 2(1+ v)w*} = 0
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The solutions of equations (4.87) and (4.88) are

I I
pw (C) = P„(¤¤S C) and ¤/I (C) = —f P„(¤¤S C) (4-89)

I1

for n = 0, 1, 2, .... where ß„ and p„ are defined in equations (4.64).

Then the desired solvability conditions are

21:p„ . °* .— P„( cos C) sm gf F1dC dC +1 w'F2 sm C dC = 0 (4.90)I1 0 { Q

Applying condition (4.90) to equations (4.73) and (4.74) and taking n= m, we

obtain the following modulation equations: _

2.21l-dn +p1A,„ —4A1Ake +fe -0 (4.91)

Similarly, applying condition (4.90) to equations (4.75) and (4.76) and taking n = k, we

obtain

dA -2i< -5}- + p2Ak> — 4A2A„,Ake'°*T‘ = 0 (4.92)
1

where

18w„„^« öm V" pm
I·———————+1= Ps' -——I“d+Ad 4.942m+1(ßm)o„„¤nC ßmc„C „C ()
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166okA ö 2** _ p
Wi&(Ü+1)=’|;) Pk Sln (4.95)

öff!2w„,(E + 1) f= fm (4.96) .

and

222 , ifn = m
sin { Pm P„ df = n + (4.97)

¤ 0 , ifn aß m

Modal damping has been added to equations (4.91) and (4.92) with p, and p, being the

damping coefficients of the m"' and
k”'

modes, respectiveiy.

To analyze the solutions of equations (4.91) and (4.92), we express A„, and A, in

the form

1 .Am (4-98)

1 . 1Ak = E- {p2(T«) — l¢2(T1)}¤ 2
“°‘ +°')T’ (4-99)

Substituting equations (4.98) and (4.99) into equations (4.91) and (4.92) and separating

real and imaginary parts, we obtain equations (4.40)-(4.43) again, with )u,=p, and

/42 = l2„-

Equations (4.40)-(4.43) can be reduced further by applying the following

transformations of variables: T, = A;‘/*( , p, = A;‘/*;S, , q, =
A;‘/*ä,

, p, =
A;‘/zß,

,

q, = A;‘l*ä, , p, = Aglzü, , p,, = Ay')11, , 6, = A;/*6, , 6, = A;/*6, . The resulting modulation

equations are
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5'. = - 5.8. — 5.5. — 25282 (4.100)

8'. -5.5. -5.8. +5§—8§+( (4.101)

5'2 = — 5282 — 5252 — 61/02 + 825. (4.102)

(4-103)

where the prime indicates the derivative with respect to t, v, = 6, , and

1V2 62)-

4.1.3 Numerical results

Next, we give numerical results for the evolution equations (4.100) - (4.103) in the

case of a spherical shell. For convenience, we drop the »— from all the variables

names. We let az1.44338 x 10·° or h/az1/200. For this case w,z2.722 ,

6054.596 , A,z0.200 , and A,:=.· -0.667, and hence w,z2w, . Moreover, we let

um = 0.01 and dz = 1.08.

Equations (4.100) - (4.103) admit two fixed—point solutions; namely,

a, = f (Ä +
aä)'1/2 and a2 = 0 (4.104)

_ and

2, = 2,- = {,2; + Q- (2, +
2,)“}"°

(4.105)
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aß 72) " #1,42 ZF (4-106)

where

2 . in _ 2 2a1 = square of the amplitude of the 4 mode — P1 + q1

ag = square of the amplitude of the
2”°

mode = pg + qg (4.107)

The stability of the fixed-point solutions to a disturbance proportional to exp (,17]) is

determined by the roots of the characteristic equation (see section 2.2.1)

1 + #1 V1 2q2 ZP2
" V1 4- + #1 —2P2 272

= 0 (4.108)
*72 P2 4+#2+71 V2"P1
—P2 *72 ‘V2“P1 ·1+#2“71

The solution given by equation (4.104) is essentially the solution to the linear

problem. To determine its stability, we let p, = q, = 0 in equation (4.108) and obtain

,1 =-,1, :1:11-,, -,12; (af-»§)"’ (4.109)

Consequently the linear solution is stable if and only if

a$sv§+11§ (4.110)

which, in conjunction with equations (4.104) and (4.105), implies that the linear

solution is stable if and only if
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a,ga„* or rga1*(„$+«$)"’ (4.111)

The solution (4.105) and (4.106) can only be predlcted using the nonlinear

analysis. In this case the amplitude a, of the directly excited mode is independent

of the amplitude of the excitation f according to equation (4.105), whereas the

amplitude a, of the coupled 2"' mode is a function of f according to equation (4.106).

In this case the necessary and sufficient conditions for none of the roots of the

characteristic equation to have a positive real part are

a§+#1/*2—v1v2>0 (4.112)

4112111 8(111 + 112)2 ag 0 (4.113)

Violation of condition (4.113) implies that the real part of a pair of complex conjugate

roots of equation (4.108) ls positive. The numerical investigation given below shows

that when the excitation frequency varies, the modulation equations (4.100)-(4.103)

exhibit both subcritical and supercritical Hopf bifurcatlons (see section 2.2.2).

First we use the amplitude f of the excitation as a bifurcation parameter (in the

notation of chapter two; r = f ) to study the behavior of the fixed·point solutions of

equations (4.100)·(4.103). Figure 4.1 shows a representatlve force-response curve for
l'“

< 0 where

F=%°1(°1+°2)"l*1P·2 (4-114)

It shows that if the level of external excitation gradually increases from zero, a,

increases Iinearly with funtil freaches the threshold value f, = a,'(11§ +
a$)‘/'

. Beyond

this threshold, the linear solution becomes unstable. Moreover, the excited 4***
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flexural mode saturates and spills over its extra input energy into the coupled 2****

flexural mode, which starts to grow nonlinearly and eventually dominates the

response of the shell.

The damping coefficients and detunings of the system may be such that both the

linear and nonlinear solutions coexist over a range of the forcing amplitude f. This

occurs when F > 0 and Figure 4.2 shows a representative force-response curve for

this case. ln addition to the saturation phenomenon, the response exhibits jumps at

f=Q and f=Q. As the forcing amplitude f increases from zero the shell responds

linearly (i.e., only the excited 4*** flexural mode responds while the other mode is

zero). At f= Q, the flow undergoes a subcrltical (reversed) pitchfork bifurcation. For

f>Q, the linear solution is unstable and the response is nonlinear. Moreover, the

excited 4*** mode saturates and spills over its extra input energy into the coupled

2**** mode which responds nonlinearly. As f decreases from a value above Q , the

amplitude of the 2**** mode decreases while that of the 4*** mode remains saturated

until Q is reached. At Q, stable and unstable fixed points of the 2**** mode collide and

annihilate each other (a saddle-node type bifurcation) and a, jumps down to the trivial

solution. Below Q the response of the shell ls linear. For Q < f< Q an unstable fixed

point (dashed line) separates two stable fixed points (one trivial and one nontrivial)

of the coupled 2**** mode. lf f is set equal to a value in this interval, the steady-state

response of the shell will depend on the initial conditions.

Next we let f= 1 and use 6, as the bifurcation parameter to study the solutions

of the modulation equations. Figure 4.3 shows typical frequency-response curves,

they exhibit a supercritical Hopf bifurcation at 6, = -0.5288 and a subcrltical Hopf

bifurcation at 6, = -0.0002. Between these frequencles, the fixed-point solutions are

unstable and the flow is attracted to either a closed orbit or achaotic attractor. A limit

cycle of the evolution equations corresponds to amplitude- and phase-modulated
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oscillations of the shell. lnspecting the modulation equations (4.100)-(4.103), we note

that they are invariant under the transformation

P1 1 0 0 0 P1

q1 0 1 0 0 q1
—> (4.115)

P2 0 0 -1 0 p2

While the above transformation maps a symmetric limit cycle into itself, it maps an

asymmetric limit cycle to its ’reflection’. Thus, we expect asymmetric orbits to exist

in pairs, if at all.

Figure 4.4 shows a schematic bifurcation diagram of the modulation equations

between and around the Hopf bifurcation points. We used Aprille and Trick’s

algorithm (see section 2.3.1) to locate the limit cycles and calculate their periods.
u

Floquet analysis is then performed to determine the stability of these limit cycles.

We can check the results of the scheme since one of the Floquet multipliers must

always be +1 because the modulation equations are autonomous. The circles with

the arrows at the top of the figure show how the Floquet multiplier leaves the unit

—

circle in the complex plane at the corresponding bifurcation frequency.

For 01<•Ü.5288, a fixed point ls the only steady-state solution and the flow

approaches it asymptotically as t-> oo. At 6, = — 0.5288, the flow undergoes a Hopf

bifurcation and the fixed point loses its hyperbolicity. As 6, lncreases beyond -0.5288,

the flow decays along some eigendlrections and a symmetric limit cycle with small

amplitude is born in the manifold locally normal to these directions indicating a

supercritical Hopf bifurcation ( Marsden and McCracken, 1976). Figure 4.5a shows

such a limit cycle. As 6, increases further, the amplitude ofthe limit cycle increases

until it undergoes a pitchfork bifurcation at 6, = -0.2320 and a pair of asymmetric limit
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cycles is born (fig. 4.5b). This bifurcation is associated with a Floquet multiplier

leaving the unit circle through +1. The asymmetric pair of limit cycles undergoes a

sequence of period-doubling bifurcations culminating in a chaotic behavior for

6, 6 (-0.2181, -0.1256). The attractor at 6, = -0.2180 has the Lyapunov exponents

= (0.177, 0.000,-0.029,-0.207) and a fractal dimension d,=3.718. The Lyapunov

exponents are calculated using the algorlthm of Wolf et. al (1985). Each of the

period-doubling bifurcations is associated with a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit

circle through -1. The unstable limit cycles continue to exist until the chaotic region

is reached. Figures 5c and d show the first two sequences of the cascade of the

period-doubling bifurcations. They show only one of the asymmetric attractors, the

other reflectlon is obtained by applying the transformation (4.115). Figure 4.6 shows

the time histories and the corresponding two-dimenslonal projections of the

Poincare’ map (Polncare section at q,=0 ) corresponding to figure 5. Figure 4.7

shows the time history for q, in the chaotic region at 6, = -0.2180 and the fast Fourier

transform for this signal. Figure 4.8 shows a two-dimensional projection of the

Poincare’ section taken in the phase space at q, = 0 for the same chaotic attractor.

All through the above bifurcations, the stable asymmetric limit cycles are separated

by an unstable symmetric orbit as shown in figure 9.

For large values of 6,, the flow tends towards a fixed point as t-» oo. However,

if we decrease 6, the stable fixed point loses stability through a Hopf bifurcation at

6, = - 0.0002. The large amplitude oscillations present around this 6, indicate a

subcritical Hopf bifurcation. ln fact, for 6,6(—0.0002,0.O8) a stable fixed point

coexists with a stable limit cycle and the flow tends to one or the other depending

on their basins of attraction. Figure 4.10a shows a limit cycle coexisting with a fixed

point (indicated by a cross). As 6, decreases, the limit cycle loses stability through

a cyclic-fold bifurcation and the response is chaotic. At 6,=—0.01, its Lyapunov
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exponents are (0.137, 0.000,-0.029,-0.170) and its dimension is d,= 3.651. Figure 4.11

shows the time history for q, in the chaotic region at 6, = -0.010 and the fast Fourier

transform for this signal. Figure 4.12 shows a two-dimensional projection of the

Poincare’ section taken in the phase space at q, = 0 for the same chaotic attractor.

Upon further decreasing 6,, the chaotic attractor disappears and a limit cycle appears

at 6, = - 0.02, see figure 10b. At 6, = · 0.12566, this limit cycle undergoes a

cyclic-fold bifurcation and the flow jumps into a chaotic motion. This is the same

motion obtained earlier through the cascade of period-doubling bifurcations.

4.2 Subharmonic Resonance of the Breathing Mode of

Cylindrical Shells

ln this last section we use the method of multiple-time scales to determine a

first-order uniformly valid expansion of the solutions of equations (4.5) and (4.6) for

small but finite amplitudes when P ls given by

1 _ 2
P=£FCOSQ1.' (4.116)

Qz2w,, and w,,z2w„. We seek expansions oflthe displacement field in the form

w(6, 1; 6) = 6w,(0, To, T,) + 62w2(6, To, T,) + (4.117)

i/z(0, 1; 6) = 6¤ß,(8, TO, T,) + 62gß2(9, To, T,) + (4.118)
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Substituting equations (4.116)-(4.118) into equations (4.5) and (4.6) and equating

coefficients of like powers of 6, we obtain

Order 6

2 2 lv ,, ,
Dow1+ G {W1 + 2W1 + W1} * $1 + W1 =FCOSD3;/1,

—¢,"+w,'=0 (4.120)

Order
6’

D2 2 lv „ „ „ . 2OW2 + G {W2 + 2w2 + W2}1 $2 + W2 = " 2DoD1w1+ W1 ($1 * W1) * (D0$1)

I2 I I II 1 I2 IW1 "‘ 2W1'ß1 + W1 W1 “?W1 + F(l/'1 “ W1) C°$

2DoD1W1
(4 122)

+ Fw'., cos QT,) l

Since the coupling occurs between the breathing mode and the n*" flexural mode,

only these two modes will be present in the steady-state response. Based on the

analysis of the previous sections we assume a displacement field of the form

W1-l—
[p2(T,) cos(w„T0 + v,T,) + q2(T,) sin(w,,To + v, T,)] cos n6

+ EP3(T1) ¢¤S(¤>„T¤ + v1T1) + q3(T1) Si¤(¤>„T¤ + **171)] Sin H0 (M23) i

+ l= (1 + ..2 — 92)* cos mo

lß1=V„[P2(T1) ¤¤S(w„T¤+v1T.) + q2(T1) Si¤(¤>„T¤+v1T«)] Sin nö (4 124)— V„Ep2(T«) ¤¤S(w„T¤ + V17'1)+¤2(T1)Si¤(w„T¤+v1T«)] <=¤S M9 '

where
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V1= ‘g'U1+%U2 ,V2="g"0'2and

6, and 6, are detuning parameters defined as

Q = 2600 + 662 and 600 = 260„ + 801 (4.126)

Substituting equations (4.123) and (4.124) into equations (4.121) and (4.122), using

equations (4.126), and imposing the solvability conditions on the resulting

inhomogeneous problem, we obtain the following evolution equations:

P'1 = - V271 _
/-‘oP1 " 2A1(P272 + Ps%) ‘ {71 (4-127)

q’l = vwl — »u·Oq1 + ^l(p§ + nä — qä — qä) — (pl (4-128)

p'2 = - V172 ‘ l·¢nP2 ‘ A2(71P2 —
72P1) (4-129)

7,2
= v1p2 " #n72 + ^2(P1P2 + 7172) (4-130)

p'3 = ‘ V1% “ php3 ‘ ^2(71Pa " %P1) (4-131)

7,3
= v1p3 " #n% + A2(p1p3 + 71%) (4-132)

where

4w,,A, = -} ni + % (wi + -li)ri, -
nl“„ (4.133)

4600(1 + l“i,)A2 = nz — 2nI“„ + 260060„l“?, (4.134)

F = 4COof (4.135)
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Modal damping has been incorporated into equatlons (4.127)-(4.132) with ,u„ being the

damping coefficient of the breathing mode and ;4„ being the damping coefficient of the

n"' flexural mode. Equations (4.127)-(4.132) posses two possible fixed-point solutions:

ehher

p,=q,=0 for i=1,2 and3 (4.136)

or

a„=aQ=A;’{„§+—}(%a, +
¤,)’}"’

(4.137)

fzaz
aß + bä = — xi ¢(+— xä>"’

(4-138)
A1

where

a§=p?+v?- v$=p§+v§- b$=p§+v§ (4-139)

14#¤#„ — vz( q vz + v1) (4 140)_1 4A1A2

[1-0(U2 + 2U1) + 2U2[l„
= *l——l··— (4.141X2To

investigate the stability of the trivial fixed points given by equation (4.136), we

calculate the elgenvalues ,1 of the Jacobi matrix of the right·hand sides of equations

(4.127)-(4.132) when p„ = q„ = 0 . After some algebraic manlpulations, we obtain

l=-u0+(f2—v§)1/2 , —u„¥iv1 , —p„ZFiv-I (4.142)
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Thus, a trivial fixed point is stable if and only if

rs. (nä + v§)"2 (4.143)

To analyzethe stability of the nontrivial fixed points given by equations (4.137)

and (4.138), we consider the case in which p, = q, = O . Using the above procedure

and equations (4.137)—(4.141) we find that ,1 = 0 , —2u„„ or

Ä4
+ 2(uo + #,,),13 + + 4u0u„ + vg — f2

+ 4A,A2a,?],12

+ [2„„„§ + 2„,,v§ — 2,1,,:* + 4A,A2(„,, + „„)a,$]1 + 6A,A,a,$[A,A2a,$ + „0„„ - mz]

(4.144)

Consequently, a given fixed point is stable if the real part of each root of equation

(4.144) is negative (see section 2.1.1).

4.2.1 Numerical results

Next we present numerlcal results for the case az = 2.0918 >< 10·‘ (i.e.,

h/az 1/20), which yields w„:2w,. Moreover, we let ä,=o,A;‘/'=—0.73 and

[1„_,=,u,,_,A;'/*=0.02. For such a high flexural mode number (6), Simmonds (1979)

showed that cubic terms have no significant effect. Calculations are performed on the

autonomous evolution equations (4.127)-(4.130) rather than on the original equations

of motion. A fixed point of the evolution equations corresponds to constant-amplitude

sinusoidal oscillations of the shell, whereas closed orbits of the evolution equations

correspond to sinusoidally-modulated oscillations of the shell.
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In fig. 4.13, we show the force-response curve for X, < 0 . This figure shows the

saturation and jump phenomena and it exhibits a Hopf bifurcation. As the forcing

amplitude f increases slowly from zero, the trivial fixed point is the only steady-state

solution until a threshold is reached at f= Q = 0.1005. At this value, the trivial fixed

point becomes unstable and the flow jumps to a non-trivial solution. As f increases

further, the breathing mode saturates, it responds with a constant amplitude and

spills over the extra input energy into the coupled flexural mode, which responds

nonlinearly, causlng a large-amplitude wrinkling of the shell. At f=Q=0.102, the

nontrivial fixed point undergoes a Hopf bifurcation and amplitude- and

phase-modulated oscillations result.

As f decreases beyond Q, the shell responds with a constant amplitude of the

breathing mode while the amplitude of the flexural mode decreases. At f=Q, the

trivial fixed point becomes stable and an unstable fixed point of the flexural mode is

born. At f=Q = 0.03 the nontrivial stable and unstable fixed points of the flexural

mode collide in a fold (saddle-node) bifurcation, causlng the flow to jump to the stable

trivial fixed point. ln the region Q < f< Q , an unstable fixed point separates two stable

fixed points of the flexural mode. lf f is set to a value in this interval, the flow tends

to one of the stable fixed points depending on their basins of attraction.

Figure 4.14 shows a force-response curve for X,>0 . ln this case, no fold

bifurcation takes place and the jump occurs only in the breathing mode response.

Figure 4.15 shows a frequency-response curve for f=1.0. lt shows a Hopf

bifurcation at 8, = 8,A;*/' = — 1.9987 and 1.9981. The non-trivial fixed point becomes

unstable as 8, increases beyond -1.9987 or decreases below 1.9981 and limit cycles

are observed.

ln our study of the closed orbit of equations (4.127)·(4.130), we observe cyclic-fold

and pitchfork bifurcation associated with a Floquet multiplier leaving the unit circle
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through +1. The cyclic-fold bifurcations result in cyclic jumps where the flow jumps

to another limit cycle or to a chaotic region. To compute the power spectrum, we use

the fast Fourier transform algorithm developed by Cooley and Tukey.

For 2.0353 < 8, < -1.9987, limit cycles do not exist and the flow asymptotically

approaches a fixed point as t—> co . The behavior of the flow within the above interval

is summarized in fig. 4.16. Here we note the following :

1. There always exists an unstable fixed point indicated by a plus sign in the 2-D

projections and a cross in the 3-D projections (e.g. fig. 4.17a,b).

2. All periodic limit cycles start and lose stability through either a pitchfork or a

cyclic-fold bifurcation.

3. Deformation of limit cycles: all limit cycles undergo deformation as 8, changes.

Interesting behaviors are observed in the following:

a) Limit cycle IV starts at 8,=—1.8200 and loses Its symmetry just before

collision, then the flow jumps onto a chaotic attractor.

b) Limit cycles IX and X are born at 8,= 1.9953 as symmetric ones, lose

symmetry but regain it before their saddle-node bifurcations. Figures 18a-d

show the deformation of the limit cycle X.

4. The loss of symmetry is associated with a Floquet multiplier touchlng +1 from

within the unit circle. Figure 4.19 shows the behavior of the multipliers for limit

cycle X around the symmetry-breaking frequency.

5. The evolution equations (4.127)-(4.130) exhibit a symmetry apparent in the phase

trajectories. The system is invariant under the transformation
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p, -1 0 0 0 p,

q, 0 -1 0 0 q,
T: -> · (4.145)

p, 0 0 0 1 p2

q, 0 0 -1 0 q,

Equations (4.145) show the possibility of a mirror image reflection around p, = 0

and q,=0. A rotation of é-1: in the p,-q, plane is also possible since the

transformation matrix in the p, - q, plane is

0 1
jl (4.146)

-1 0

Consider, for example, fig. 4.20, which shows the projection of the limit cycles lX

and X onto the p,— q, plane. lt is obvious by inspection that there is a rotation

ofévz between (a) and (b).

6. For -1.9987 < 6, < -1.9986, the unstable limit cycle lll separates the stable fixed

point from the limit cycle Il. Limit cycle l exists for -1.9987 < 6, < -1.9986. As

t-> co, the flow tends to one of the stable states depending on their domain of

attraction. The unstable orbit lll was achieved by changing the size of the

integration step in the Aprille and Trick algorithm and by a short time integration

(fig. 4.21). Figure 4.22 shows its accompanying stable orbit ll. The two limit cycles

collide and annihilate each other at 6, = -1.7861.

7. The broadening ofthe power spectrum of q, (fig. 4.23c) compared with the spectra

of the limit cycles in figs. 17d, 21d and 22d and the fractal nature of the poincare

I section (fig. 4.23d) indicate the chaotic nature of the attractor. To confirm the

chaotic nature of this attractor. we calculate its Lyapunov exponents and fractal
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dimension. At ö, = -1.55 (chaotic region Vll), the Liapunov exponents are (0.566,

0.000, -0.057, -0.624) and the dimension d,z 3.8 .

8. Period·three motion is found over a very narrow range of ä, (see fig. 4.16). Figure

4.24 shows a projection of this limit cycle.
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CHAPTER 5

MODAL INTERACTION BETWEEN THE DRIVEN AND

COMPANION MODES IN INFINITELY LONG

CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

We use a computerized symbolic manipulator to perform a multiple time-scale

analysis on the nonlinear equations of motion governing the dynamic response of

infinitely long circular cylindrical shells. The equations contain quadratic and cubic

nonlinearities. We analyze the case of primary resonance of one of the flexural

modes, taking into account its Interaction with its companion mode (one—to~one

internal or autoparametric resonance). This autoparametric resonance can lead to

traveling waves along the circumference of the shell when a standing wave is being

excited. Four first-order ordinary differential equations are derived for the modulation

of the amplitudes and phases of the interacting modes. The fixed points of the

modulatlon equations provide the frequency-response curves. There are two
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possible fixed-point solutions: a single-mode solution consisting of the driven mode

only and a two-mode solution consisting of the driven and companion modes. As the

excitation frequency varies, the fixed points of the single-mode solution suffer

saddle-node collisions resulting in jumps. On the other hand, the fixed points of the

two-mode solution go through a Hopf bifurcation. Beyond the Hopf bifurcation

frequency, a numerical solution of the modulation equations shows that the fixed

points lose stability and limit cycles (closed orbits) occur. For a range of excitation

frequencies, the fixed points of the single—mode solution coexist with either fixed

points or closed orbits of the two-mode solution, and hence the steady-state response

depends on the initial conditions.

The equations of motion for lnfinitely long cylindrical shells have been derived in

in Chapter three up to cubic terms, see equations (3.28) and (3.29). These equations

differ from those derived earlier by Evensen (1966) and Maewal (1978, 1981, 1986) due

to the following:

1. They used the continuum mechanics strain measures, we used engineering

strains. Moreover, Evensen (1966) used the Donnell-Mushtari·Vlasov

assumptions.

2. They defined the radial and tangential displacements to be along and

perpendicular to the undeformed radius. We defined the radial and tangential

displacements to be along and perpendicular to the deformed radius.

3. They assumed that the deformations are inextensional, we didn’t.

4.
T

They neglected tangential inertia, we didn’t.

5. They neglected terms of order 1/nz compared to unity.

6. They retained bending terms only in the linear problem, we kept them up to

quadratlc terms.
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For sake of completeness we list these equations below:

°° I 2 iv II _
· 2 1 I2 I I2 I Il II I IIw+w—¢ +a {w +2w +w}——¤ß —?w -2wuß +9ß +¤/zw —ww +wqß

+ ; Zwllßlllßl
+

wlzwl
+

wl)wl2 i + www;}i+

ww"¤/1' - w2w" + oz2{
- -%

w'2
+ 4w"¤ß’ + 5w"(b"’ + 4iß" w' —6w"2

+ 8w"'¤,b" — 8w"'w' +
4wN~ß'

+ w•,0"’ - 11ww" — 4wwN — 3w2 + wäh"}

a(1 — v2)
I+

——?— P(1 + Ü: - w)

(5.1)

Ü}- vb" + w' = 2wrZ + 2vi/Ü} +
w’w" — 2w’•/z' — 2wÜ/' + 2ww' + ww"w' +

w2¤ß"

w·° +
2ww’¢' — 2w"w’¤/z' — 2wwn/} -

w’•Z
+ «2{w'·w'

_ wnwn: _ ww:n + WWVI:}

(5.2)

5.1 Perturbation Solution

As in the previous chapters, we use the method of muItlple—time scales to ·

construct a second·order uniformly valid expansion for the solution of equations (5.1)

and (5.2) for small but finite oscillatlons. We seek an asymptotic expansion of the

displacement fields in the form
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$(1, 6) = 6$1(T0, T1, T2, 6) + 62$2(T0, T1, T2, 6) +
63$3(T0, T1, T2, 6) + (5.4)

where 6 < < 1 is an artificial device introduced to indicate the smallness of the terms

and T„ =6”1. Accordingly, T1, 7], and T, are, respectively, the fast, slow, and slower

time scales. The time derivatives transform as

E
Ä-- 0 + 0 + 20
ät

—
O E 1 C 2 + •„

Ü2 (5.5) 1F=0§ + 260101 + 62(2010, +02)T
. ' ·. -:

=“whereD„ = 6/6T„.

We consider the case in which the n"' mode is excited by a primary resonant

pressure of the form

1_ 2
-% 63 f cos n6 eim" + c.c. (5.6)

where c.c. stands for the complex conjugate of the precedlng terms. Later analysis

shows that there is no functional dependence on T1 ; thus we remove the T1

dependence in the proceeding analysis.

Substituting equations (5.3)-(5.6) into (5.1) and (5.2) and equating coefficients of

like powers of 6, we obtain equations governing the w„ and $,,. which can be solved

in succession. To first order,

DSW1 + W1 2W1" + W1) = 0

W1' = 0 (5-8)

whose solution is
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w,(8, TO, T2)= {A,„(T2) cos m8 + B„,(T2) sin m8} e'°°"'T°+ c.c. (5.9)
m=O

OO

@(8, To, T2) = Z{I“„,A„,(T2) sin m8 — I“„,B„,(T2) cos m8}e"°"'T° + c.c. (5.10)
ITI=O

where w,„ is the natural frequency of the m"' mode, which is given by equation (4.18),

and
I“„,

is the amplitude ratio given by equation (4.19). The mode cos n8 is called the

driven mode and the mode sin n8 is called the companion mode.

Out of the infinite modes present in w, and @ and in the presence of viscous

damping, only the modes which are coupled through resonance conditions will

contribute to the steady-state response; Thus to proceed further, we need to identify

the resonance conditions. We assume that the n"' mode is not coupled with any other

mode through an internal resonance. Therefore, the response will consist of the

driven and companion modes only and hence, we replace equations (5.9) and (5.10)

with

w1(8, To, T2) = [A„(T2) cos n8 + B„(T2) sin n8 ]ei°°"T° + c.c. (5.11)

@(8, To, T2) = [ l"„A„(T2) sin n8 — I“„B„(T2) cos n8 ]
6l“"'T°

+ c.c. (5.12)

We note that each of w, and @ contains two modes; namely, cos n8 and sin n8 .

We call the first one the driven mode because it has the same spatial variation as the

excitation. The second mode is called the companion mode. Because A„ is the

amplitude of the driven mode and B,, is the amplitude of the companion mode, the

linear analysis predicts that A„ =# 0 and B,, = 0 . However, the nonlinearities make it
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possible for the companion mode to participate in the steady-state response. To

describe the nearness of Q to w„, we introduce a detuning parameter 6 defined

according to

Q=w„+626 (5.13)

Using the first-order solution, we write the second·order equations as

Däwg + w2 — V2 +
az {

wév
+ 2w"2 + wi,} = — (D0iß1)2 + wi + w'1¤ß" —

é
w’5

+ w"1~ß',

__‘

= {c1(A5 — 85) cos 200 + 2c1A„8„ sin 200 + c2(A5 + 85)} exp(2iw„To)

+ Tja- c3(8,,8„ — A„Ä„) cos 200 — c3Ä_„8„ sin 200 — c4(8_„8„ + Ä„A,,) + c.c.

(5.14)

+ +
wIH1wII11 w1wIII1}

= {d1(A5 — 85) sin 200 — 2d1A„B„ cos 200} exp(2iw„To)

+ -ä d2(8„B„ - Ä„A,,) sin 200 + d2Ä„8„ cos 200

(5.15)

where the c, and d, are defined in Appendix A. The solution of the second-order

problem is '
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w2(6, TO, T2) = é {[4c.,(n2 — wi) + 2nd,][A,? — BZ] cos 2nO + [8(n2 — w?,)c, + 4nd,]
H

>< A,,8,, sin 2n6 + -——%—;· (A5 + 83)} e2'°°"T°1 + a — 4w„ ~
c

(8,,8,, cos 2n6
1 + ot Gn

— [4n2c3 + 2nd2]Ä,,8,, sin 2n0} + c.c.

(5.16)

11,(6, ro, r,) = 7;- {[(1 - 4,112, + 1112(4,12 - 1)2)d, + 2,1c,] [,1,2 - 6,2] $1,1 2I7Ü
H

— 2[(1 — 4w?, + a2(4n2 — 1)2)d1 + nc2] A,,8,, cos 2n6} e2"”"T°

d - .. 5.17
+é

[(1 + a2(4n2 — 1)2) % + nc,] [8,.,8,, — A,,A,,] sin 2n0
( )

fl

+ [(1 + a2(4n2 — 1)2)d2 + 2nc4] Ä,,8,, cos 2nH + c.c.
h

where

A„ = 4(I72 — w?,)[1 - 4,,12, + «2(4,12 — 1)2] — 4,12 (5.18)

e„ = 4,12,112(4,12 — 1)2 (5.19)

Using the first- and second-order solutions, we write the third-order problem as

2w3" + ws} = {E,6„A,,Ä,, + 62e,2§„ + E3A,2§„ — 2iw,,8,,'} $1,1 ,16 6"”~’·

+ {E,A„6,,§„ + 62,4,2Ä,, + E36,2Ä„ - 2iw,,A,,' + Q—,11'“’=} cos ,16 6""~’·

+ NST + c.c.

(5.20)
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nä), — lp," + w,' = {c,6,,A„Ä,, + 6,6§§„ + 6,A§§„ + 21w„1“,,6„'} cos nä
2"”~’··

— {G,A„§„B„ + G2A:Ä„ + G,B,iÄ„ + 2ico„l“„A’„} sin n8
eI“’”T°

+ NST
+ c.c.

(5.21)

where NST stands for terms that do not produce secular terms and the E, and G,

are constants defined in Appendix B. Equations (5.20) and (5.21) constitute a system

of inhomogeneous differential equations whose homogeneous part has a nontrivial

solution. Thus, for the inhomogeneous system to have a solution, the right-hand side

of these equations must be orthogonal to each solution of the adjoint homogeneous

problem. This condition yields the following modulation equations:

— 2iw„(1 + I'?.)/l„’ + (E1 — T“„G«)^„E„§„ + (E2 — FnG2)Ar3/Tn + (E2 — 1“„G2)EÄÄ„
1 1 r (522)

+ —f6 ° ' = O2

— 2iw„(l + V?„)E„' + (E1 — FnG1)BnAnÄn + (E2 - V„G2)BÄ§„ + (E2 — FnG3)Ar€§n = 0 (5-23)

Equations (5.22) and (5.23) are a special case of the equations derived by Nayfeh and

Pai (1989) for the non-planar parametric responses of lnextensional beams. On the

other hand, they can be reduced to the form of the equations of Miles (1984 a,b,c) and

Maewal (1986) by setting E, = G, = 0.

To analyze the solutions of equations (5.22) and (5.23), we let

1 . IaT2 _
T T /o·Tz 5 24An='§'{P1(T2)"q1(T2)}° ·Bn—·2{P2(2)—’q2(2)}° (· )

Substituting equations (5.24) into equations (5.22) and (5.23) and separating real and

imaginary parts, we obtain
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Bwlp,1 = “
8wnl¢nP1 ‘ 8wnUq1 + (öa * ö1)P§q1 “ (Ö1 + öa)‘7§q1 ‘ 2ös°1PH2 ‘ ÖH?71 — ÖH?

(5.25)

8w„¤1’1
= — Bwnßnqi + 8w„¤1¤1 + (51 — 51)q§p1 + (51 + ö3)p§p1 + 2ö3q1p2q2 + 52q$p1 + özp? + F

(5.26)

8wnP'2 = ‘ Bwn/*nP2 ' Bwndqz + (63 (61 + öslqfqz ‘ 2öaP1PH1 ‘ ÖHSCI2 " ÖH;

(5.27)

Bwnqlz = ‘ Bwn/*0*72 + 8wn°P2 + (61 (Ö1 P2 + 2ö3q2P1q1 + ö2q§p2 + ÖH?

(5.28)

where 6, = (E, — l"„G,)/(1 + 17,) for I= 1, 2, 3 and F = — 4f/(1 + 17,). Modal damping has

been added to equations (5.25)-(5.28) with 0,, being the damping coefficient of the 0*

flexural mode. These equations are a generalization of the equations derived by

Miles (1984a,b), Miles (1984c), and Maewal (1986) for the nonlinear forced response

of surface waves, spherical pendulums, and axisymmetrlc shells, respectively.

5.2 Numerical Simulation

Next we present numerical results for the case Q:w,, p,= 0.05, f= 2.0 , and

az:2.0918 x 10** . In this case w,:0.0388 and 6,: -17.61 , 6,:2.63, and 6,:20.21. We
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use the detuning parameter 6 as the bifurcation parameter and study the behavior of

the solution of the modulation equations (5.25) · (5.28) as 6 varies, this is tantamount

to varying the excitation frequency Q.

The frequency-response curves are shown in fig. 5.1. There are two possible

steady—state solutions: a single-mode solution and a two-mode solution. ln the

single-mode response, only the drlven mode responds with amplitude A, while the

companion mode has a zero amplitude, B, = 0. This results in a standing wave along

the clrcu mference of the shell. For this solution and for large positive values of 6, the

fixed point of the modulation equations is stable, the Jacobi matrix has two complex

conjugate eigenvalues with negative real parts and two real negative eigenvalues.
A

As 6 decreases, one of the real eigenvalues moves towards the right-half plane and

eventually crosses zero along the real axis at 6:35.63 (saddIe·node bifurcation), this

results in a jump to the two-mode response. We note that if we approach the jump

point (at 6:35.63) along the unstable two-mode solution, a positive and a negative

real eigenvalue approach each other along the real axis and eventually collide at zero

(linear degeneracy). Starting at a large negative value of 6 and with the proper

choice of initial conditions, one finds that the steady-state flow is attracted to the

lower stable branch of the single-mode response. As 6 increases, one of the real

eigenvalues of the fixed point approaches zero along the negative real axis and

touches the imaginary axis at 6: -29.97, resulting in a jump to the two-mode

response.

We consider the one-to-one mapplng y such that
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Figure 5.1. Frequency-response curves for F = -6.4: Solid (dashed) lines lndicate stable

(unstable) fixed points.
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71 71
y: —> (5.29)

P2 *P2

72 ‘ 72P1Thesystem of equations (5.25)-(5.28) is y-equivariant; that is, y is a group of

symmetries of the modulation equations. We note that the phase space is symmetric

with respect to p, = 0 and q, = O. Due to the above symmetry, asymmetric attractors

exist in pairs but their stability characteristics are identlcal. The symmetry group acts

on the amplitudes of the companion mode and thus can only be observed in the

two-mode response. Figure 5.2 is the frequency-response curves for p, and q,, the

various solutions in each graph are related through the transformation (5.29).

ln the two-mode solution, both the driven and companion modes are present in
'

the steady-state response (A, aé 0, B, 6* 0). This results in a wave traveling along the

circumference of the shell. For a large positive value of 6 and with the proper choice

of initial conditions, the flow may be attracted to the two-mode solution. As 6

decreases, the amplitudes of the driven and companion modes (A, and B,) decrease.

At 6:16.31, the fixed point losses its stability through a Hopf bifurcation.

Figure 5.3 ls a schematic bifurcation diagram for the orbits of the system

(5.25)-(5.28) between the two Hopf bifurcation frequencies 6 = -242.73 and 6 = 16.31.

There are two pairs of asymmetric branches of periodlc solutions between the two

Hopf bifurcation frequencies. One pair consists of the attractors 1-3-7 and their

reflection 2-4-8, they are related through the transformation (5.29). The other pair

consists of attractors 5-chaos-9 and its reflection 6-chaos-10, they are also related

through the transformation (5.29). Because the stability characteristics for a branch
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Flgure 5.2. Frequency·response curves for the companlon mode: The trivial solution is not

shown.
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are the same as those of its reflection, we only follow the upper branch (odd

numbered).

We follow the inner branch 1-3-7 as 6 decreases. Attractor 1 starts at 6: 16.31

through a supercritical Hopf bifurcation, its period is approximately 0.3. Figure 5.4 is

the two-dimensional projection of this attractor and its reflection on the plane

spanned by q,—q,. At 6: 12.5, attractor 1 goes go through a period-doubling

bifurcation giving birth to attractor 3 with the period : 0.6 (fig. 5.5). The original

unstable orbit of period 0.3 continues to coexist with the period—doubled one.

Eventually, orbit 3 goes through a period-halving bifurcation and attractor 1 reappears

as attractor 7.

Next we follow the second branch of periodic orbits (5-chaos-9) by decreasing 6.

Attractor 5 is born at 6: 13.5 through a saddle-node colllsion (cyclic-fold bifurcation).

Figure 5.6 is the two-dimensional projection of this attractor and its reflection on the

q, — q, plane. As 6 decreases, this attractor deforms and at 6: 13.0, it suffers another

tangent bifurcation. Consequently, the flow jumps to a chaotic attractor. Figure 5.7

is the two-dimensional projection of this chaotic attractor. Figure 5.8 is the power

spectral density (PSD) of the q, signal, the broad-band spectrum indicates chaos. To

confirm the chaotic nature of this attractor, we calculate its Lyapunov exponents. The

Lyapunov exponent at 6 = 10.0 are 12.9, 0.0, -0.2, and -13.0, this attractor ls also

strange because it has a fractal dimension d, =3.9
‘.

A Poincare’ section of the

chaotic attractor at q, = 0.0 also shows the fractal nature of this attractor. Because

the phase space is four-dimensional, the Poincare’ section is three-dimensional.

Figures 5.9 a-c are the three projections of the Poincare’ section and confirm its

fractal nature. This chaotic attractor can also be reached from the left in the same

‘
We use the relation proposed by Frederickson et. al. (1983).
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manner; that is, attractor 9 is born through a saddle-node bifurcation at 6: -67.5 and

at cr: -62.7 it suffers a saddle-node collision which results in a jump to the chaotic

attractor. Figure 5.10 is the two-dimensional projection of attractor 9 and its reflection

on the q, — q, plane.

The above results agree qualitatively with the results of Miles (1984 b,c), Maewal

(1986), and Bajaj and Johnson (1989). Miles (1984 b) and Maewal (1986) integrated

the modulatlon equations for discrete values of the detuning parameter and found

fixed points, limit cycles, period-doubled limit cycles, and chaos. However, they did

not report multiple solutions and coexisting attractors. Miles (1984 c) found that

chaos can be reached through a sequence of period-doubling bifurcations. He did

not report coexisting attractors. Bajaj and Johnson (1989) studied the nonlinear

dynamics of a string. They note that their averaged equations are similar to Miles’

evolution equations and studied their periodic solutions. They reported two branches

of periodic solutions. These two branches coexist for certain ranges of the detuning

parameters. One branch goes through an incomplete sequence of period-doubling

bifurcations followed by period-halving bifurcations and does not become chaotic.

This corresponds to branch 1-3-7 (and 2-4-8) in fig. 5.3. The other branch in Bajaj and

Johnson's study is created inside the Hopf region through a saddle-node collision

and goes through a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations culminating in chaos.
I

Branch 5·chaos-9 (and 6·chaos-8) in fig. 5.3 resemble this branch in that it too is

created through saddle-node colllsions. However, branch 5-chaos-9 in fig. 5.3

become chaotic through saddle-node colllsions and not through period-doubling

bifurcations.
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We note that for some lntervals of 6, multiple stable solutions coexist. The

steady-state response for a given frequency of excitation in these lntervals depends

on the initial conditions and basins of attraction of each solution.

5.3 Comparison with Maewal (1981, 1986a) _

As we noted earlier, equations (5.22) and (5.23) are a generalized form of those

derived by Maewal (1981, 1986a). ln this section we consider the kinematic

relationships used by Maewal in his study and the ones we use (Chapter three). The

main difference between our kinematic relationships and those of Maewal ls that his

expression for the change in curvature does not contain quadratic terms whereas

ours does. ln what follows we show that due to the lnextensionality assumptions, the

form that Maewal used for the change of curvature is a special form of the one we

use. To this end, we use the lnextensionality condition to eliminate the quadratic

terms from our expression for the change in curvature. We start with the kinematic
I

relations derived in Chapter three:

69 = strain along the 6-coordinate line =
•ß’

- w + é
w’2 — ww' (5.30)

X9 = change in curvature of the middle surface
5.31

= +
WH

+ +
2wwII

+
lg- WI2 1 2¢,IWII

_—Thelnextensionality condition dictates that
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Then, it follows from equation (5.30) that

, 1 ,2 ,w=•/r +?w —w¤/1 (5.33)

Differentiating equation (5.33) with respect to 0 once we obtain

wi WH
+

wlwll __ w'pII

_Substitutingequations (5.33) and (5.34) into equation (5.31) we have

xa = lp!
+

wll
+

wlwllwll _ w¢II2 _ wlwlwll
+ %

__
+

wI2wII ___ZwwlllßlThe

form of equation (5.35) agrees with the form used by Maewal (1981) in that it

contains no quadratic terms. This shows that MaewaI’s expression for the change in

curvature is a special case of ours.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Conclusions

This work presents a numerical-perturbation approach to the study of modal

interactions in shells dynamics. The work is divided into four main parts: a survey

of related works in nonlinear structural dynamics in general with emphasis on shell

dynamics, a review of the basic concepts of modern nonlinear dynamics, derivation

of the equations of motion for infinitely long circular cyllndrical shells and closed

axisymmetric spherical shells, and a multiple·time scale perturbation analysis under

different internal and external resonance conditions. The multiple·time scale analysis

results in a set of nonlinear-ordinary differential equations describing the modulation

of the interacting modes. These equations are refered to as the "modulation

equations". The frequency and amplitude of excitation are used as bifurcation
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parameters to study the solutions of the modulation equations. The modulation

equations posses three possible solutions:

1.
I
Fixed-point solutions corresponding to constant-amplitude harmonic oscillations

of the shell.

2. Limit-cycle solutions corresponding to ampIitude— and phase—moduIated

oscillations of the shell.

3. Chaotic solutions corresponding to chaotically modulated motions of the shell.

6.2 Dynamics of Cylindrical and Spherical Shells

A symbolic manipulator is used to derive the nonllnear equations of motion of

infinitely long circular cylindrlcal shells and spherical shells undergoing

axisymmetric deformations. The method of multiple·time scales is used to construct

a uniformly valid asymptotic expansion for the solutions of the equations of motion

under different external and internal resonance conditions. This method results in a

set of modulation equations, they are nonllnear autonomous ordinary differentlal

equations which describe the slow—time evolution of the amplitudes and phases of the

interactlng modes. The level and frequency of excitatlon are used as bifurcation

parameters to study the fixed points, limit-cycle solutions, and chaotic solutions of the

modulation equations. A numerical scheme that comblnes a shooting technique and

a Newton-Raphson procedure is used to detect limit cycles of the modulation

equations and calculate their periods. The stability of these limit cycles is

determined using a Floquet analysis.
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6.2.1 Primary-Resonant Excitation of Cylindrical and Spherical Shells

with Two-To—One Internal Resonances

A numerical·perturbation approach is used to study modal interactions in the

dynamic response of infinitely long circular cylindrical shells to an external harmonic

excitation. The excitation frequency is near the linear natural frequency of the

breathing mode (i.e., primary resonance ofthe breathing mode) and the linear natural

frequency of the breathing mode is nearly twice that of a flexural mode (i.e.,

two-to-one internal or autoparametric resonance). The same approach is used to

study the axisymmetric dynamic response of spherical shells to a radial harmonic

excitation having a frequency near one of the linear natural frequencies of a flexural

mode (i.e., primary resonance of a flexural mode) and in the presence of a two·to-one

internal resonance between the excited mode and a lower flexural mode. The

modulation equations derived for infinitely long circular cylindrical shells and

axisymmetric spherical shells are scaled to the same form. The frequency and level

of excitation are used as bifurcation parameters in the study of the fixed points,

periodic solutions, and chaotic solutions of the modulation equations. As the

excitation amplitude f varies, the fixed-point solutions of the modulation equations

exhibit the jump and saturation phenomena. Below a certain threshold value off, the

response of the shell is linear; that is, the amplitude of the breathing mode islinearly

proportional to f and the amplitudes of all the other modes are zero. Above this

threshold, the excited mode responds with a constant amplitude and spills over the

extra input energy into the coupled flexural mode which starts to respond nonlinearly

and eventually dominates the response of the shell (the saturation phenomenon).

As f varies, the fixed points go through supercritical pitchfork, or subcritical pitchfork,
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or saddle-node bifurcation, the latter two result in jumps. When the frequency of

excitation is used as a bifurcation parameter, the fixed points lose stability through a

subcritical pitchfork bifurcation, or supercritical Hopf bifurcation, or subcritical Hopf

bifurcation with the frequency of the supercritical Hopf bifurcation being lower than

the subcritical one. As the excitation frequency increases above the supercritical

Hopf—bifurcation value, the fixed-point solutions become unstable and limit cycles are

born. These limit cycles experience symmetry-breaking pitchfork bifurcation followed

by a cascade of period-doubling bifurcations culminating in chaos. On the other

hand, as the excitation frequency decreases below the subcritical Hopf-bifurcation

value, the resulting limit cycle deforms and eventually loses stability through a

cycIic—foId bifurcation causing a transition to chaos. In the frequency range between

the above two chaotic regions the modulation equations possess limit-cycle

solutions. ‘

6.2.2 Subharmonic-Resonant Excitation of Cylindrical Shells with

Two-To-One Intemal Resonance

The method of multiple-time scales is also used to analyze the nonlinear

response of infinitely long circular cyllndrical shells to a subharmonic excitation of

order one-half of the breathing mode. A two-to-one internal resonance

existsbetweenthe breathing mode and a flexural mode. Four autonomous modulation

equations are derived and their fixed points, limit cycles, and chaotic solutions are

studied as the level or frequency of excitation varies. The force-response curves

exhiblt the saturation phenomenon, supercritical pitchfork, subcritical pitchfork,

saddle·node, and Hopf bifurcations. The shell does not respond until a certain
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threshold level of excitation is exceeded. Above this threshold, the directly excited

mode saturates and spills over its extra input energy into the coupled mode which

responds nonlinearly. The frequency—response curves exhibit supercritical pitchfork,

subcritical pitchfork, and Hopf bifurcations. For certain parameters and excitation

frequencies between the Hopf-bifurcation values, limit-cycle solutions of the

modulation equations are found. As the excitation frequency changes, all limit cycles

deform and lose stability through either pitchfork or cyclic-fold (saddle-node)

bifurcations. Some of these saddle·node bifurcations cause a transition to chaos.

The pitchfork bifurcations break the symmetry of the limit cycles. Period—three

motlons are observed over a narrow range of excitation frequencies.

6.2.3 Primary-Resonant Excitation of Cylindrical Shells with

One-To-One Internal Resonance

In the last case study, the numerical-perturbation procedure is used to analyze

the nonlinear dynamic response of lnfinitely long circular cylindrical shells to a

primary-resonant excitation of a flexural mode. Due to the complete circular

symmetry of the circular cylindrical shell, each linear natural frequency corresponds

to two orthogonal mode shapes, the two modes are perfectly tuned (one-to·one

Internal resonance). The mode with the same spatial variation as that of the ‘

excitation is called the driven mode while the other orthogonal mode is called the

companion mode. Modal interactions between the driven and companion modes are

studied. The steady-state response of the shell can lnvolve either the driven mode

alone (single—mode response) or both the driven and excited modes (two-mode

response). The single-mode response results ln a standing wave along the
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circumference of the shell, whereas the two-mode response results in a wave

travelling along the circumference of the shell. A symbollc manlpulator ls used to

derive the modulatlon equations and their fixed points, periodic solutions, and chaotic

solutions are studied. The frequency-response curves exhibit jumps and Hopf

bifurcations. Between the Hopf-bifurcation frequencies, the modulatlon equations

exhibit multiple limit-cycle solutions. As the excitation frequency varies, these limit

cycles go through either cyclic-fold (saddle-node) bifurcations or incomplete

sequences of period-doubling bifurcations. Some of the saddle-node bifurcations

result in the birth of limit cycles and some result in transition to chaos.

6.2.4 Routes to Chaotic Motions

ln all the study cases, the routes to chaos were through either

1. An Infinite cascade of period-doubling bifurcations (as In the case of

primary-resonant excitation of cylindrical or spherical shells in the presence of ‘

two-to-one internal resonances).

or

2. A cyclic-fold (saddle-node) bifurcation in which the flow jumps into a chaotic

region (as In the case of a primary- or subharmonic-resonant excitation of a

cylindrical shell In the presence of two-to-one internal resonances and the

primary-resonant excitation of a cylindrical shell In the presence of one-to-one

internal resonances).
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6.3 Recommendations for Future Research

This study shows that modal interactions exist in shell dynamics and their effect

manifests itself in different phenomena that can not be ignored. Despite the recurring

popularity of this topic in the current literature, the following topics still need to be

investigated:

1. Derivation of a consistent shell theory based on an asymptotic reduction of the

three·dimensional equations of the theory of elasticity.

2. Modal interaction in composite shell structures.

3. Modal interaction taking into account the higher-order shell theories, including

shear deformations and rotary inertia.

4. Experimental investigations of the modal interaction phenomenon in shell

dynamics.
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Appendix A

CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS (5.1 3) AND (5.1 4)

z
1 6 6 33 9C, = - 7(wf, — 112)1‘2, — 1”,,11(112 +1)+ 7112 + 112{ — 7+7 112 — 911* —
7+

91*,,115}

111.2)

c3 = - I'z,(nz + mz,) + l",,(2n3 + 2n) — Ä nz - o1z{18I“„n5 — 9l“„nz‘ — 18n4 + E- nz
2 2 (A.6)

- 3}

C4 = 7 1;,1.,;, - 112) + 1—„11 - 7 11* + 1„2{11·* + 7 1—„11=* - -7 112 + 7} (11.4)

6, = - r,,(1112, - 2f72) + 7 112 — 11 (A6)

62 = — 41“„112 + 11(2 - 112) (A.6)
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Appendix B

CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS (5.19) AND (5.20)

6. = g Fiw?. 6 g 6561 - g 6362 -% 6,63 - g 6· + 62 +-AL {36 6, 626;,63 6.
II

— 64 F,. QZCU?./74 6. + 32 V,. 62662,62 6. — 4 F,. 62662, 6. — so 1*,, 626* 6. + 4 F, 6262 6.

+ 16 1”„66$, 6. + 6 1*,,662,62 6. — 4 1;,662, 6. — 4 r,,6‘ 6. + 144 62662,6* 6. + 24 62662, 6.
— 24 6262 6. -16 626 6. — 6662,62 6. -12662,62 6. +16(u?.D 6. +166* 6. - 662 6.

+ 100 6262 6. — 132 GQCUZD2 6. — 4n 6. - 16 11,662,62 6. + 132
626‘

6. + 662 6.}

+ JL; {2 I",. o:2n3 + 4 l"„n + 8 0:2n4 — 22 0:2n212 0:2 — 2n2}
1 + 0:

2 (6.1)

CONSTANTS FOR EQUATIONS (5.l9) AND (5.20) IS4



6,:/7

- 32 1*, 62662,6* 6, + 18 1*, 62662,62 6, + 16 1*, 62662,62 6, - 2 1*, 62662, 6, - 2n 6,
- 25 1*, 626* 6, + 6 1*,66;*, 6, + 4 1*,662,62 6, - 6 1*,662,62 6, + 462 6, - 462 6,
- 2 1*,662, 6, - 2 1*,6* 6, + 72 62662,6* 6, - 66 äzwf,/72 6, + 12 üzwg, 6, + 66 626* 6,
+ 60 6262 6, - 12 6262 6, — 6 626 6, — 4662,62 6, — 6662,62 6, + 6662,6 6, + 66* 6,}
+l 261*,626*6,+ 1262626 -6062626 -21* 62626 -66*6 +4626Gn 3 2 n 2 3 3

- 462 6, + 2 1*,6* 6, - 66 626* 6, + 6 626 6, + 2n 6,} + {2 1*, 6262

— 262 + 41*,6 + 6626* - 226262 +12ü2}+ ——-Ä-; {- 1*,6262+62
1 -— 400,, -1- 11

- 21*,6-4626*+ 11 6262-662}

(6.2)

6 1 6 6 6 1 1E,= -7 l'2,w2,+2- I“?,n2—T I“2,n2-F I“,,n3-E-#+3-n2 +K{32F,,o12c0?,n4d,

- 18 I",, azwäng c, — 16 I“,, a2w?,n2 d, + 2 I", 012602, d, + 25 I‘,, 012n4 d, — 2 I", o12n2 d,

- 6 1*,662, 6, - 4 1*,66262 6, + 6 1*,662,62 6, + 2 6, + 2 1*,6* 6, - 72 62662,6* 6,

+ 66 62662,62 6, - 12 62662, 6, - 66 626* 6, - 60 6262 6, + 6 626 6, + 460;/73 6, + 26 6,

+ 6w2,n2 c, — 8w2,n d, - 8n4 c, - 4113 d, + 4n2 c, +12 a2n2 c,} + Ö1- {4172 c,
/7

+ 25 1*, 626* 6, - 2 1*, 6262 6, + 2 1*,6* 6, - 66 626* 6, - 60 6262 6, + 26 6,
C 662

1 - 410,, + oc

- 1*, 6262 - 2 I-ann - 4 626* + 62}

(6.6)
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G, = I“„n2+%n3—% 1“„w?,—%- I“„n4+é{8I“„c1>:c,—4I“,,61>?,nd, —8l",,n4c,

— 4 1*,,62 6, + 64 62662,6* 6, - 36 azwins 6, — 32 62662,62 6, + 4 62662, 6, — 666262 6,

+ 60 626* 6, — 4 6262 6, - 1666;*, 6, + 16662,62 6, + 4662, 6, + 4n4 6,} + Ti:
+ oz

x {4 l“„n2 — 4
I“„w?, — 2 azna — 4n}

(8.4)

G2= —-% I“,,w2,——%- I“„n4+%- I“„n2+%n3+%{4 l“„w2,c, —2I“,,w2,nd, —4I',,n4c,
I1

— 2 1*„62 6, + 32 62662,6* 6, — 4662,62 6, — 18 62662,62 6, - 16 62662,62 6, + 2 62662, 6,

+ 25 626* 6, — 2 6262 6, — 666;*, 6, + ÜCOZDZ 6, + 2fD% 6, + 26* 6,} + é{ — 2n4 62
H

+ ,4 1*„662,62 62 + 2 1*,,662,6 62 + 4 1*„6* 62 + 2 1*„62 62 — 25 626* 62 + 2 6262 62}
6 6+ {2I‘„c0?,—2]—„n2+ a2n3+2n}+ TÜ—{4F„n2

N

- 4 1*„662, - 2 6262 - 46}

(8.5)

5 1 3 1 1
G3:
ng+

4 1*„6* 6, + 2 1*„62 6, — 32 62662,6* 6, + 16 62662,62 6, — 2 62662, 6, — 25 626* 6,

+ 2 6262 6, + 8(1)?,d1 + 4662,62 6, + 18 6266262 6, - 6662,62 6, — 2662, 6, — 26* 6,}

+ {4 I“„w?,n2 62 + 2 I“,,co?,n d2 + 4 I“„n4 62 + 2 l'",,n3 d2 — 25 oz2n° d2 — 2n4 d2
I7

6+ 2 6262 62}+ T-?-4:; {2 1*,,662, - 2 1*„62 + 6262 + 2n}
—

F7

I (B.6)
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